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TOOLKIT TO DEVELOP SOCIAL INNOVATION AND SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES  

INTRODUCTION 

Why this Toolkit? 

 

Both social innovation and entrepreneurship constitute an innovative, effective, 
efficient, sustainable and, in many cases, fair response to social issues. Both strategies 
create value and its final goal is in most cases to benefit society in general and not just 
specific people1.  

 

Present social issues can’t be understood, solved or approached from a unidimensional 
perspective. Hence, It is necessary to consider the public sector, the business sector, 
non-governmental social organizations and citizenry in general. In order to consider 
and engage with different stakeholders, it is essential to be able to generate 
innovative, effective, efficient and sustainable solutions to the social problems 
afflicting us. Innovation flourishes in the spots where these groups meet. 

The purpose of this project is to design teaching strategies which will aid to prepare 
competent students in topics regarding social entrepreneurship and innovation. During 
the process of being trained in these skills, it is important for students to learn and 
know how to handle tools which will let them to approach different stakeholders, 
establish collaborative relationships, promote dialogue and negotiation, exchange of 
ideas, networking as well as social and economic capital that encourage and expand 
the connection between these sectors. 

The Students4Change project looks to contribute to the creation of an effective 
curricula focused social innovation in Latin America. The purpose is to improve the 
quality and relevance of the scholarly programs related to the competences the 
students must develop to be able to solve the social issues affecting the region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 See Phills, Deiglmeier y Miller, “Rediscovering Social Innovation”, Stanford Social Innovation Review, 
2008. https://ssir.org/articles/entry/rediscovering_social_innovation 
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To whom is this Toolkit directed? 

 

The Toolkit is directed at different groups of people: 

• First, to teachers wishing to promote social innovation and entrepreneurship 
competences among their students. 

• Second, to the students interested in, or thinking about, developing an 
initiative or project that focused on social innovation or entrepreneurship and 
who need to learn about the tools (techniques, methods, methodologies, etc.) 
which will help them face the different stages of developing a project. 

• Finally, the Toolkit is a useful resource for any entrepreneur or innovator 
wishing to enhance their existing knowledge and wishing to directly apply it in 
his/her social innovation processes. 

 

How is the Toolkit structured? 

This teaching resource consists of one publication. Before reading this document, we 
recommend reviewing the “State of the Art” dossier, elaborated within the 
Students4Change Project’s framework. It has a theoretical and conceptual outline 
relating to Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship and will allow the reader to 
familiarize him/herself with the main terminology and concepts present in this 
document. 

This document provides different descriptive worksheets corresponding to the 
competences and sub-competences raised in the document: “Development of Social 
Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship Competences”, also prepared during the 
workings of the Students4Change project. 

 

How to use the Toolkit? 

This Toolkit’s objective is to facilitate the creation, implementation, sustainability and 
scaling of social entrepreneurship and innovation projects by introducing a series of 
methodological tools which can be applied by students in each of the processes. 

We are introducing a publication which gathers 39 worksheets2 that contain different 
tools made available to support  the development of competences to improve social 
innovation and entrepreneurship initiatives or projects. As described in the 

 
2 Each of the worksheets contains tools such as different methods, methodologies, techniques or 
theories relating to the social innovation and entrepreneurship processes. It is important to point out 
that there is a homogeneous language when we say “worksheet” since it refers to the tool which we 
recommend consulting. Subsequently, “tool” refers to a technique, method, methodology or a specific 
theory. 
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“Development of Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship Competences” 
document, three types of competences can be found: functional, behavioral and 
technical. 

Within each group of competences, the tool’s worksheets have been organized in a 
sub-competence alphabetical order. Finally, each tool’s worksheet has been given a 
number in alphabetical order. Next, there is a list of the worksheets presented in this 
publication:  

Nº TOOL Functional Behavioral Technical 

1 Alliance Building Values  Social Impact 

2 Belbin Team 
Roles 

 Teamwork 

Commitment 

 

3 Benchmarking   Social 
innovation 
planning 

4 Brainstorming Openness 

 

Communication 

Collaborative 
teamwork 

Creativity 

Social 
innovation 
planning 

5 Co-creating 
sessions 

Openness Teamwork 

 

Creativity 

6 Creative hats Critical thinking 

Openness 

 Creativity 

7 Creativity 
Workshop 

 Teamwork 

 

Creativity Social 
Innovation 
planning 

8 Customer 
Journey Map 

Recognizing 
opportunities/ 

Entrepreneurship 

Social analysis 

Critical thinking 

Involving the 
Community 

 Social 
Innovation 
planning 

9 Change Theory   Social Impact 
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Nº TOOL Functional Behavioral Technical 

10 Defining 
challenge 

Critical thinking 

 

Empathy Social 
innovation 
planning 

11 Defining success Proactiveness  Managing 
Finance capital  

12 Delphi Method Research? Teamwork  

13 Empathy Map  Empathy  

14 Fast prototyping Critical thinking  Innovation 

15 Financial 
strategy 

  Managing 
Finance capital  

16 The Five Whys  Commitment  

17 Focus groups 
surveys 

Research Communication 

Getting the 
community involved 

 

18 Idea Generation Critical Thinking Communication  

19 Identifying an 
Objective 
Audience 

Social Analysis   

20 Identifying 
support 
networks 

Recognizing 
opportunities/Entre
preneurship 

Getting the 
community involved 

 Social impact 

21 Improvement 
triggers 

  Social 
innovation 
planning 

22 Innovation Flow 
Diagram 

Social Analysis  

 

 Social 
innovation 
planning 

23 Inspiration by 
analogy 

  Leadership 

Creativity 
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Nº TOOL Functional Behavioral Technical 

24 Investors 
Decision Flower 

  Leadership 

Managing 
Finance capital  

25 Lean Start-up 
Methodology 

Recognizing 
opportunities/ 

Entrepreneurship 

 

 Managing 
Finance capital  

Social 
Innovation 
planning 

26 Logical Models Productivity   

27 Mental Map Research Communication 

Getting the 
community involved 

 

28 PATRI 
Framework 

  Innovation 
planning 

29 People and 
connections 
map 

Recognizing 
opportunities/ 

Entrepreneurship 

Getting the 
community involved 

 Social Impact 

30 Pitch  Communication  

31 Problems and 
opportunities 
tree 

Critical thinking   

32 Project 
evaluation 

 Autonomy  

33 Project 
management. 
PMI Method 

 Responsibility 

Autonomy 

 

34 Secondary 
Research 
Sources 

Theoretical 
knowledge 

 Leadership 

35 Social Canvas 
Business Plan 

Recognizing 
opportunities/ 

 Social 
Innovation 
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Nº TOOL Functional Behavioral Technical 

Entrepreneurship 

 

planning 

36 Stakeholders 
Map 

Commitment  Social Impact 

37 Storytelling  Communication  

38 SWOT Analysis 
Methodology 

   

39 Team building Commitment 

VALUES 

  

 
 

 

As we see in this table, there are many worksheets which can be catalogued in the 
different groups of competences. Because of this, at the top of each worksheet there is 
a special section with a list of the competences that can be developed with that tool. 

 

How was this Toolkit prepared? 

This document is based on extensive research focused on social innovation and 
entrepreneurship literature, as well as contributions submitted by all the project’s 
participating universities. However, the projects do not represent the official position 
of any of the participating universities. At the bottom of each worksheet we’ve 
included a list of references for further information on how to apply the tools 
introduced here. 

A pilot test was carried out involving several courses of ten Latin American universities, 
to analyze the way in which the tools are applied and how the development is 
monitored. Additionally, to evaluate the impact of developing social entrepreneurship 
and social innovation competences. This test was managed by at least one of the 
consortium member universities. Thus, this document is a draft which will be updated 
by the contributions of the consortium partners, and by the feedback received from 
the application of the tools in real contexts. 

This project took place thanks to the Erasmus Plus Program, key action 2: “Capacity 
building in higher Education within Higher Education”. It is the result of research 
carried out since October 2016, and concluded in 2019, by presenting the analysis of 
pilot test results of the application, as well improving the competence development 
model proposed in the project. 
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TEACHING WORKSHEETS FOR DEVELOPING SOCIAL INNOVATION AND SOCIAL 
ENTREPENEURIAL INITIATIVES 

We introduce in this document 39 worksheets that contain useful tools for developing 
social innovation or entrepreneurial projects or initiatives. They represent a selective 
collection of methods, methodologies, and techniques originating from Design 
Thinking3 and Human-Centered Design4, which have been selected to help projects or 
initiatives. 

In addition to the worksheets introduced here, there are added useful tools. However, 
for the purpose of this publication we have selected these tools based on the criteria 
considered relevant for the application of the Students4Change project: 

• Highly interesting. List of methods, methodologies or techniques considered of 
high importance for the Students4Change project for developing a social 
entrepreneurial or innovation project or initiative. Some examples of the 
worksheets are: 

Worksheet 9. Innovation Flow Diagram 

Worksheet 33. Project Management. PMI Methods 

Worksheet 35. Social Canvas Business Plan 

• Easy and simple to use. We have selected a collection of methods which are not 
too complex or difficult to apply. When working on social innovation projects or 
initiatives the main axis is to interact with the community. Getting the 
community involved is paramount to achieve success in these types of projects. 
Thus, we have selected methods, techniques or tools which can make working 
with different actors easier as well as are very useful for connecting with the 
community. The following are some examples of easy to use worksheets: 

Worksheet 16. The Five Whys 

Worksheet 3. Benchmarking 

Worksheet 4. Brainstorming 

• Economy of resources. These are worksheets which don’t require investing a 
great amount of technical, economical or human resources, so they can be 
implemented in any sort of context. 

Worksheet 1. Alliance Building 

 
3 Design Thinking is a method to generate innovative ideas and it focuses on understanding and 
providing a solution to the real needs of the individual users. It was developed originally in theoretical 
form at the University of Stanford, California (USA), design consulting firm IDEO was the first one to 
develop an applicable version for the market. 
4 Human-centered Design is a creative perspective for problem-solving. It consists of three phases: 
During the inspiration stage, one will learn directly from the people for whom you are designing it, 
getting involved in their lives and gaining a deep understanding of their needs; during the ideation 
phase, one will understand what has been learned, he/she will identify design opportunities and will 
create prototypes for possible solutions; in the Implementation phase, one will bring a solution to life, 
and finally, to the market. And he/she will know that it will be a success because it has maintained the 
people who want to serve in the heart of the process. 
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Worksheet 10. Defining Challenge 

Worksheet 30. Pitch 

 
How to read the worksheets? 
 
The teaching tools are a fast, easy to use resource, which will help implement our 
ideas; at the same time, they will offer ideas on how to approach the community and 
work together with it to make initiatives sustainable. It is based on documents, 
publications and existing banks of knowledge, developed by different organizations, 
that have been adapted to the specific needs of the Students4Change Project. Thus, at 
the end of each worksheet, a list of references is included which will be useful for 
those interested in learning more about these tools. 
 
Each of the worksheets has a common structure to offer firsthand information and to 
facilitate its understanding and implementation. Also, at the top of each social 
innovation or entrepreneurial competence developed, there are suggestions on when 
to use the tool.  
 
At the top of each worksheet we find a visual framework with key information of what 
the tool is about, its degree of difficulty, the implications that come with working with 
that worksheet and the time requirements and resources which must be considered 
when using it. Reviewing this framework before beginning to work with the tool will 
lead to time-saving and selecting the proper tool for the competence one wishes to 
develop, and to delve into the social innovation and entrepreneurial process of 
interest. 
 
There are two sections which are especially relevant and must be particularly 
considered. One is in the initial framework as there is an indication of every 
competence developed when that worksheet is applied. This will be very useful if the 
aim is to develop other competences besides the main one. The second is a section 
indicating the social innovation process developed throughout the worksheet. 
Consulting this information will visualize which worksheets must be used in each phase 
of the social innovation or entrepreneurial process within the project, idea or business 
at hand. 
 
Besides this information, there are worksheets including information about whether it 
can be used to “get the community involved”. This aspect must be considered, since it 
can offer interesting elements for approaching the different actors and can facilitate 
the development of the participation and co-creation processes on social innovation 
together with the interested parties. 
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Besides this framework, in each worksheet the following information can be found: 
 

• About the Tool 
• Objective 
• Steps 
• Advice 
• Visual Framework 
• Downloadable form 
• References 

 
Next is a list of the worksheets according to the group of competences. 

LIST OF WORKSHEETS FOR THE FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCES 
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FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCE TOOL WORKSH
EET # 

Social analysis 

Innovation Flow diagram 9 

Target group identification  16 

Customer Journey Map  26 

SWOT Analysis Methodology 29 

Openness 
Brainstorming 21 

Co-creative sessions 36 

Commitment 
Stakeholders Map 23 

Team building 5 

Theoretical Knowledge Secondary sources research 20 

Entrepreneurship 
Identifying support networks 17 

Customer Journey Map 26 

Identifying problems and 
solutions SWOT Analysis Methodology 29 

Research 

Focus Groups 
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Secondary sources research 20 

Mental maps 24 

Delphi Method 28 

Getting the Community 
Involved 

Identifying support networks 17 

Customer Journey Map 26 

Critical Thinking 

Tree of problems and opportunities 1 

Defining Challenge 7 

Generating Ideas 14 

Customer Journey Map 26 

Fast Prototyping 34 

Creative Hats 37 

Proactiveness Defining Success 7 

Productivity Logical Models 31 

Values 
Alliance Building 4 

Team building 5 
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Vision for Opportunities 

Identifying Support Networks 17 

People and Connections Maps 25 

Customer Journey Map 26 



LIST OF WORKSHEETS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL COMPETENCES 

 

Competence Tools # 
Worksheet 

Autonomy 
Project Evaluation 12 

Project Management 15 

Commitment 
The Five Whys 2 

Belbin Team Roles 35 

Communication 

Storytelling 6 

Surveying Focus Groups 10 

Generating Ideas 14 

Brainstorming 21 

Mental Map 24 

Pitch 33 

Empathy 
Defining Challenge 8 

Empathy Map 22 

Responsibility Project Management 15 

Teamwork 

Brainstorming 21 

Delphi Method 28 

Belbin Team Roles 35 

Creativity Workshop 38 

 

 

LIST OF WORKSHEETS FOR THE TECHNICAL COMPETENCES 

 

Technical Competence Tools 
# 

Workshee
t 

Creativity 

Inspiration by analogy 19 

Creative Hats 37 

Creativity Workshop 38 
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Managing Financial 
Capital 

Funding strategy 11 

Investor Decision Flower 13 

Lean Start-up Methodology 30 

Social Impact 
Alliance Building 4 

Change Theory 39 

Leadership 
Investor Decision Flower 13 

Inspiration by Analogy 19 

Social Innovation 
Planning 

Defining Challenge 8 

Promoting Improvement 18 

PATRI Framework 27 

Social Canvas Business Plan 32 

Fast Prototyping 34 
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WORKSHEET 1. ALLIANCE BUILDING  

 

Complexity 

 

Low 

Required Time 

 

40 minutes 

Required Material 

 

Template 

Pencil 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Social Impact. Community 
Involvement. Building Relationships. Making 

Decisions 

Other innovation processes 
where it can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Building alliances is a tool for designing common understanding and for using 
knowledge through different perspectives. To create partnerships requires a significant 
effort on behalf of every individual and organization involved. 

Building connections for high quality work which supports effective collaboration often 
requires considerable time investment and risk-balancing through a reasonable 
combination of high-risk high-reward and low-risk low-reward frameworks. To manage 
it, one can begin by putting them in order and dividing them creating a collaborations 
“map”, known as an Alliance Creation Map. 

 

OBJETIVE 

The tool was designed to identify and carry out an analysis to identify the type of 
alliances that must be developed with the potential partners of projects or initiatives, 
before opening any sort of dialogue with them. 

It is useful because it allows to conceptually separate several dimensions and connect 
them to forge alliances. 

 

STEPS 
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The Building Alliances tool describes a series of phases which might be present while 
developing these alliances. The map indicates the actions required in each phase to 
make these alliances work, offering guidelines instead of rules. 

If the alliance is going to remain balanced and on track to achieve its objectives, each 
phase described in the worksheet should be considered important without being 
overlooked. To work properly, alliances must be mutually beneficial for every party 
involved. This tool can be used to identify the stage of the alliance the project, 
initiative and partnership is being developed is in. 

 

The phases for creating alliances are: 

• Step 1. Determine the challenge and collect all possible information. 

• Step 2. Identify the phase the innovation or entrepreneurial initiative or project 
is in and decide which stage is desired to be reached. 

• Step 3. Carry out an inventory of the currently active alliances, considering 
activities, resource allocation and tasks. 

• Step 4. Explore existing options and opportunities within current alliances or 
future ones. 

• Step 5. Select those alliances which might offer real value and build networks. 

• Step 6. Create an action plan to define objectives, activities and resources. 

• Step 7. Use the template as a map for building an outline for this stage. The 
outline offers a summary of activities which must be completed between the 
interested parties. 

• Step 8. Direct the action plan towards developing alliances. 

• Step 9. Evaluate the improvements toward completing the action plan. 

• Step 10. Analyze the alliance’s impact. 

• Step 11. Institutionalize. Build a proper structure and mechanism which 
guarantee the alliance’s commitment and coordination. 

• Step 12. Maintain or interrupt. 

 

TIPS 

The advice is to create a portfolio of the alliances to manage collaborations effectively. 

It is advised to complete this tool in coordination with the team, developing the 
following techniques: 

• Individual reflection to analyze the elements needing building. 
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• Group reflection to build together each of the sections present in the tool. 

• Debate among the group members 

• Analyze the aspects discussed. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source:  Adaptation of Nesta’s (2013) template Alliance Building Map. 

Download the template 

 

REFERENCE 

 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta, 2013. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

Social Innovation Community. Learning Portal. http://www.silearning.eu/tools-
archive/people-and-connections-map/ 

 

Plusacumen. (2019). Social Entrepreneurship 101.  Accessed May 29, 2019 at: 
https://www.plusacumen.org/courses/social-entrepreneurship-101 

 

Fundación Codespa. (2014). Cuatro Modelos de APPD para la Innovación Social 
Empresarial. https://www.codespa.org/blog/publicaciones-notas-tecnicas/cuatro-

 
 
 

Worksheet 1. ALLIANCE BUILDING 

DETERMINE THE CHALLENGE 
Gain maximum information on 
the problem or challenge 
 

IDENTIFY 
Analyze which stage the 
project is in and which stage 
do you want to reach 
 

MAKE INVENTORY 
Carry out an inventory 
 

EXPLORE 
Consider the existing possible 
options 
 

DIRECT THE PLAN 
Manage and direct the 
activities plan 

SELECT 
Define which persons and 
organizations offer more value 
to the project 

CREATE 
Action plan with activities, 
responsible parties, needed 
resources and indicators 

USE 
Use the template as a 
roadmap 

EVALUATE 
Use the created indicators to 
follow up an evaluate the 
advances towards achieving 
the objectives 

ANALYZE 
Reflect on the alliance’s impact 

INSTITUTIONALIZE 
Strengthen the alliance 
through formalizing its 
structure 

MAINTAIN OR INTERRUPT 
If the alliance is positive search 
for sustainability; if it is not 
working interrupt at the best 
jointure 
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modelos-de-alianzas-publico-privadas-para-el-desarrollo-para-la-innovacion-social-
empresarial/ 

 

Ross Tennyson. (2003). The Partnering Toolbox. International Business Leaders Forum 
(IBLF) and the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN) URL: 
http://www.toolkitsportdevelopment.org/html/resources/E1/E1585B25-8A8A-44A9-
BC6C-F519987AD2CE/pt-en.pdf 

 

IDEO. Build Partnerships. URL: http://www.designkit.org/methods/17 
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WORKSHEET 2. BELBIN TEAM ROLES 

Complexity 

 
High 

Required Time 

 

Through-out the project’s entire life-cycle  

Required Material 

 
Belbin guide and bibliographic resources 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Teamwork 

Behavioral competence. Commitment  

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Sustainability 

Transference 

 

ABOUT THIS TOOL 

The challenges currently faced and the direction towards tackling them makes it 
quintessential to innovate in the organizational models and management systems. 
With this in mind, having efficient teams and working with good teamwork dynamics is 
key to carry out innovations successfully. 

As mentioned in previous worksheets, through this guide it is encouraged to undertake 
any social innovation project or initiative in collaboration with others. Thus, it is 
necessary to have the abilities and competences to create and manage good teams. 

Surely, many questions will arise when the project starts. Questions such as: Which 
type of individuals are required to develop social innovation? How can the different 
roles for the individuals can be integrated within the organization to create cohesive 
teams? How can every person be motivated for integrating the work team? 

BELBIN® Team Roles methodology is an interesting tool to approach such questions. 

The Belbin Team Roles methodology emerges from research carried out at Henley 
Business School in the United Kingdom, where Dr. Meredith Belbin and his team 
identified a series of behavioral patterns as the basis for team success. Such 
recognition was carried out through a scientific and academic methodology researched 
for almost a decade. 

Team roles are divided in three categories: 
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• Social: in charge of cohesion, coordination and relationships. 

• Mental: characterized by knowledge, critical thinking and creativity. 

• Action: those who initiate, implement and finalize the tasks. 

According to this methodology, there are nine roles identifiable roles: 

• Coordinator. Shows a mature and self-assured demeanor. Promotes decision-
making and coordinates the team’s efforts. 

• Team worker. As the name states, it is someone who secures the good internal 
environment of the team; cooperative and diplomatic. Good mediator in each 
conflict or confrontation. 

• Resource Investigator. A generally extrovert who is in charge of contacting 
entities external to the team; communicative and its main function is to 
develop contacts. 

• Plant. Creative, imaginative and unorthodox individual. It is the source of the 
team’s ideas. 

• Specialist. Provides key qualities and knowledge about the task being 
developed by the team. 

• Monitor Evaluator. A good strategist usually provides criticism needed by every 
team as it assesses every option. 

• Implementer. Transforms any idea into action; disciplined and efficient. 

• Shaper. Works under pressure and has a lot of proactiveness and courage, is 
challenging and can exert pressure on the rest of the team. 

• Closer. As the name states, the role focuses that the tasks are performed with 
the required standard of quality and meeting the deadline. They are diligent 
and dedicated. 

 

No role is more important than the other, although Belbin states that the key to being 
successful is in having teams which develop a balance among these roles.  

According to him, the individuals develop every role with different levels of 
involvement. The Belbin test offers precisely this classification. Knowing which role 
characterizes each team member represents a valuable tool for managing a team to 
success. 

The Belbin test is based on two sources of information: the perception which one has 
of him/herself about his/her behavior and the one the teammates, collaborators and 
superiors have; a sort of 360° feedback focused in observable behavior, not 
personality. 
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After analyzing the information, a profile is obtained, assembled for the nine roles, and 
these are considered after their answers and from it comes out a classification which 
details the prefer roles for each member, the ones they are more capable of assuming 
and their least favorites. 

OBJECTIVE 

Belbin’s methodology is a communication tool which enables cooperation and 
teamwork. When a group of people are working in a team, they are capable of 
elevating the quality standards and reaching more ambitious goals. In fact, not only 
does it increase the performance and productivity, but it increases motivation, 
commitment and improves the working environment. 

The objective of this tool is to help improve team management and develop the 
individuals that are members of the team. 

STEPS 

Teamwork is one of the keys to success in each organization, independently of the 
service or product being developed. Therefore, it is very important to spend time 
defining the sort of team one wishes to create, as well as to its management and 
development. Thus, more than offering steps, a set of recommendations can serve as 
guidance through this challenging task: 

1. Understanding the difference of group and team: According to the “Real Academia 
de la Lengua Española”:  

A group is a plurality of beings or things forming part of a set, be it materially or 
mentally.  

A team is an organized group of people for some sort of research or service.  

2. Bearing the previous definitions in mind, it is clear that team implies a set of people 
that  are organized and coordinated people pursuing a common goal. 

3. Carrying out a diagnostic of the different roles the organization has. For that, the 
Belbin Test is useful, which is available at their website. 

4. Applying measures to underline the strong points to add value to the roles assumed 
by each team member, and on the other hand, try to polish the weaknesses developed 
by each role. 

5. Identify the limitations some members may present in their roles and, if necessary, 
describe the profile of the position according to the roles which require filling. 

TIPS 

Getting to know the roles of the members of the team will help to make better 
decisions. Think about which stage of development the project is in, since depending 
on that, it will be important to fulfil some profiles more than others. For example, in 
the launching stage of a social innovative project it is important to have roles which 
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are more creative; on the other hand, to build trust and get the community involved 
the most relevant role is Resource Investigator.  

We recommend consulting the different available tools at Belbin’s website in Spanish, 
www.belbin.es 

Consider this methodology as a guideline, since individuals behave differently 
depending on the team.  

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

Next, we present the strengths and weaknesses of each one of the roles. 
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Source. Belbin© 

 

REFERENCES 

Metodología Belbin. https://www.belbin.es/origen-la-metodologia-belbin/ 

Roles de equipo en el trabajo. Meredith Belbin, 1993.  

La guía Belbín para triunfar en el trabajo. Belbin Associates, 2009.
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 WORKSHEET 3. BENCHMARKING 

 

Complexity 

 

Moderate/High 

Required Time 

 

Several days 

Required Material 

 

Internet 

Bibliography 

Desk work 

 

Competences to develop Technical Competence. Innovation 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Idea Generation 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Benchmarking is one of the most relevant strategies to increase efficiency. It is a 
meticulous research process that allows managers to compare products, business 
practices, services or methodologies used by competitors to learn how to achieve a 
superior level of management. 

It is important to emphasize that it is not about simply reproducing what someone else 
did, but to develop the ability to recognize better practices and adapt them to what 
your company requires. If you own a struggling rustic bakery, but you know that in the 
adjacent neighborhood there is a glamourous competitor, with giant lines of people at 
the door every day and is a profitable business, by seeking to understand its methods 
and incorporating them to your bakery, you are, unconsciously, benchmarking. 

OBJECTIVE 

It encourages companies to think beyond their limitations, to search for key factors to 
exponentially increase their competitiveness. 

STEPS 

1. Internal analysis: thorough evaluation of internal processes and 
business practices; 

2. Identify companies’ “excellence”: initial research to learn about the big 
players in the market; 
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3. Define methods and strategies for data gathering: How big companies’ 
secrets will arrive to your organization. Partnerships and agreements 
may provide a path;   

4. Market analysis: knowing the best practices of the competition within 
what needs to be improved; 

5. Identifying performance gaps: comparison stage; 
6. Projection of future performance levels to close identified gaps: Which 

are the goals required for improving the process and when is the 
deadline; 

7. Implementation of specific actions for adaptation; 
8. Feedback: continuous re-evaluation, always highlighting the best 

moments.  
 

TIPS 

There are many types of benchmarking: 

● Internal benchmarking: search for the best practices adopted within your 
company (subsidiaries, departments that develop innovative methodologies, 
etc.); 

● Competitive benchmarking: in this format, the focus is the thorough analysis of 
the practices of the competition, looking to best them. It’s difficult to carry out, 
considering that companies normally don’t easily share their secrets with their 
rivals; 

● Functional benchmarking: the production processes in the organizations are 
compared, although the comparison is carried out with different types of 
organizations; 

● Cooperative benchmarking: two companies establish a partnership and share 
information through-out their processes. It also takes place when a “model” 
company opens the door for a few of its processes, so another company learns 
about it. This can happen when two companies have distinct points of 
excellence or when one of the two allows the other to learn for prestige, 
notoriety, etc. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
Source: Students4Change 
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WORKSHEET 4. BRAINSTORMING 

Complexity 

 

Low 

Required Time 

 

1-2 hours 

Required Material 

 

Post-it 

Paper Flip-board 

Pens 

Masking-tape 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Openness 

Functional competence. Social 
Innovation/Entrepreneurship 

Behavioral competence. Teamwork 

Behavioral competence. Communication 

Technical competence. Creativity 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

Idea generating 

Prototyping 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

It is an activity developed to explore an individual's or a group’s creative potentiality 
placing it at the service of predetermined goals. 

OBJECTIVE 

The brainstorming technique has multiple applications, as it fosters creativity, 
communication, and collaborative work. It is especially used in: 

● Developing new products: obtaining ideas for new products and improving 
existing products; 

● Publicity: developing ideas for marketing campaigns; 
● Problem solving:  consequences, alternative solutions, impact analysis, 

evaluation; 
● Process management: finding ways to improve commercial processes and 

project management - identifying client’s objectives, risks, deliveries, work 
packages, resources, tasks and responsibilities;   

● Team formation: generating, sharing and discussing ideas while encouraging 
participants to reason and creating (team creativity). 
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The brainstorming technique is a classic group technique, but many people have 
adapted it to use it as an individual creative technique. This means that it is possible to 
have a brainstorming session without a group of people.  

TIPS 

There are brainstorming techniques to make thinking more productive and efficient. 
They can be used together or apart.  

● Previous preparation: it is not enough to gather a group for ideas. It is more 
efficient to present the problem to the group and provide a bottom line of 
ideas before the brainstorming meeting itself. The ideal scenario would be to 
delegate individual studying material so that the team can think and try 
separately. Afterwards, a meeting with the entire team to present solutions can 
generate better results. 

● Post-its: brings a visual component to the process that inspires the team to 
participate more effectively. Each person gets a pad and a pen, they are asked 
to write their ideas and put them on a shared board or wall. This activity will 
give a sense of team tuning.  

● Reverse brainstorming: the person or group presents ideas to make the 
problem bigger. By making the problem bigger than it becomes focused on the 
reverse of the problem (e.g. The main question is: how to treat the client 
better? You transform into: how to treat the client worst?) the team can bring 
up questions that were not in the discussion and improve them.  

● Mind Mapping: synthesizing the problem with 3 words. From the 3 terms that 
synthesize the problem, the team will think on words that relate to the 
situation and write them on a large sheet, always connecting each word to 
another with a line. After exhausting the ideas for the original 3 words, do the 
same for the derived words. Proceed until you fill the entire space or until a 
good idea pops up halfway. 

● Tangible brainstorming: tangibility is a good technique to use during the 
brainstorming process. After all, with the current packaging at hand, or even 
with prototypes not yet approved, it is easier for the staff to identify the key 
points of improvement. The application can also serve to better illustrate 
situations and bring the expected scenario into evidence for participants. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Osborn’s brainstorming method (1938), retrieved on Wikipedia. 
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WORKSHEET 5. CO-CREATING SESSION 

Complexity 

 
Moderate 

Required Time 

 
Two two-hour sessions each day 

Required Material 

 

Post-its 

Pens 

Template 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Openness 

Behavioral competence. Teamwork 

Technical competence. Creativity 

Involving the community. Building connections 
and decision-making 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying and solving problems 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Co-creation is a collective working methodology which considers the users of a design 
as partners of the creation. According to Liz Sanders, from Make Tools, a pioneering 
company in applying co-creation to its processes, there are two types of co-creation: 

• Co-creation in the pre-design phase: The objective here is to work as a team to 
explore answers for building the project’s idea. 

• Co-creation in the post-design phase: Include the interested parties in the 
design of the product or service. 

The co-creating sessions must be an opportunity to receive feedback on the project’s 
idea and to expand the relevant information to develop it. 

It is not only about listening but to have the strategic interested parties contribute and 
get involved with the project. Counting on the interested parties from the start and 
taking them into account when defining and designing the solution will make it easier 
for the community to adopt our project. 
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OBJECTIVE 

The objective of a co-creation sessions is to have a place to meet with the 
beneficiaries, investors and users to reflect and design together the project, product or 
service. 

STEPS 

1. Identify the objective and topic of the co-creation session. Be clear about what 

is wished to be developed in this session and what results are expected. 

2. Once the first step has been defined, make a list of the possible people or 

organizations wished to be invited. 

3. Organize a session considering the date, time and place and the necessary 

material to carry out the session. 

4. Send the invitations to the session. 

5. In the day of the session, begin by applying a “breaking the ice” technique to 

create familiarity with the group. 

6. Use the techniques present in this Toolkit, such as Brainstorming (Worksheet 4) 

or Fast Prototyping (Worksheet 14) to be able to generate interest and work 

directly with the challenge at hand. 

7. Collect and systematize the feedback given by the different groups. 

TIPS 

• Set the time and date for the session with the people you’re going to invite 
before sending the invitation. 

• Be transparent. Offer information about why you have invited them, what do 
you expect from them and what they can expect from you. 

• Consider that creativity flows when a person is motivated. 
• When forming the group seek to make it diverse such as different fields of 

interests, this will enrich the result of the sessions. 
• Apply other creativity tools found on this Toolkit. Specially, we advise you to 

visit the worksheets for developing behavioral competences. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
 

Source: Proyecto SIC. Sinnergiak Social Innovation. 

REFERENCES 
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WORKSHEET 6.  CREATIVE HATS 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

Six sessions, 30 to 60 minutes each 

 

Required Material 

 

Post-its o color cards 

Paper 

Pencils o markers 

 

Competences to develop Technical Competence. Creativity 

Functional Competence. Critical Thinking 

Functional Competence. Openness 

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating Ideas 

Prototyping 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Thinking Hats is a system designed by Edward de Bono in 1985, which serves as a tool 
for group discussion and individual thinking involving six colored hats. It can help one 
to think better, as it presents a practical and positive approach for making decisions 
and exploring new ideas. It starts from the idea that the most difficult part of thinking 
is confusing what the idea is about. Hence, it allows to employ a style of constructive 
interaction, which simplifies thinking, focusing the theme under specific perspectives, 
with perspicuity and without confrontations. 

Six symbolic hats are used —in alternating sessions and by all present at the same 
time— to define the kind of thinking that will be exercised at any given time. 

OBJECTIVE 

The method helps people to simplify their way of thinking, since it forces to focus on 
one thing (hat) at a time. In this way, the group can be more collaborative and clearer. 

STEPS 

The Six Hats are indicative of both emotional states as well as frames of mind: 

 

1. Blue Hat: it manages the thinking process, allowing for better synergy between 
the thought patterns and habits of the other thinking hats. The primary role of 
the blue hat is to think about the process of thinking. The blue hat’s objective is 
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to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the thinking process. The better 
it’s able to manage the “thinking” of the other hats, the more readily it can 
identify key ideas and insights needed to expedite the problem-solving process. 
 

2. White Hat: it collects facts, stats, and data to help piece together the 
information needed to reach a logical fact-based solution. It collects the 
evidence to help the other thinking hats work through the problem more 
effectively. The white hat must, however, avoid drawing conclusions or making 
judgments about the information it has collected. The white hat’s primary 
objective is to collect and organize relevant facts, stats, information and data 
about the problem. This is designed to help open new research lines for 
brainstorming possible solutions. 
 

3. Red Hat: it brings to light intuitive feelings and opinions to help guide the 
problem-solving process. It intuitively presents effective solutions and direction 
for further action based on its personal feelings and hunches. The red hat is 
very open-minded and seeks to identify and clarify other people’s feelings. 
Then, they intuitively relate that back to the problem at hand. Sometimes ideas 
and potential solutions to problems may seem weak and somewhat impractical 
at first. However, if the red hat intuitively brings to mind a plan that it feels 
should be pursued, then this naturally should open the door to further 
discussion and an exploration of opportunities. 
 

4. Yellow Hat: It brings forth a positive, welcoming, and radiant energy that 
breathes life into every idea. The yellow hat seeks to infuse positive ideas into 
the problem-solving process that enhances motivation and opens doors to new 
opportunities and understandings. The primary role of the yellow hat is to 
move through the myriad of obstacles to a solution into a realistic and positive 
way.  Its primary objective is to search for answers that lead to a wider array of 
opportunities. It fully understands that within every problem there is an 
equivalent seed of opportunity that is waiting to be discovered. 
 

5. Black Hat: it is pessimistic and gloomy in nature. It always looks to pinpoint 
holes, flaws, weaknesses, and dangers in ideas. It doesn’t do this to be spiteful 
or destructive, but rather to bring to mind worst-case scenarios that may not 
have been considered. Sharing these grim scenarios helps the other hats put in 
place suitable contingency plans to overcome likely problems. The black hat’s 
primary role is to evaluate, judge, caution, and scrutinize the solutions and 
plans that have been brought forth by the other thinking hats. 
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6. Green Hat: the green hat instills an ever-growing and expanded sense of 
unpredictability into the thought process. The green hat isn’t one to be 
controlled by rules or limitations. It knows and understands that it’s free to 
think beyond the norms and boundaries of reality. With this in mind, it brings 
forth a myriad of creative and mind-bending ideas that expand the possibilities 
and bring to light unique and seemingly unexpected solutions. The primary role 
of the green hat is to open the doors to unique creative ideas and perspectives 
that shatter the boundaries of reality and unlock new understandings and 
opportunities. 

 

Step 1. 

A specific meeting or class may start with everyone assuming the Blue Hat will discuss 
how the encounter will be directed and how to develop the goals and objectives. 

Step2.  

The Red Hat thinking will be the second phase of discussion; it is time to collect 
opinions and reactions to the problem. In this phase, people should also develop 
restrictions for the actual solution such as who will be affected by the 
problem/solutions. 

Step 3.  

After that, the Green Hat will enter the discussion in order to generate creative ideas 
and possible solutions. 

Step 4.  

Next it may move back and forth between the Yellow Hat —which will list the 
benefits— and the Black Hat, —which will list the drawbacks. 

Step 5. 

To evaluate the merits of the ideas, the White Hat will present the focus of the case 
(White Hat) and the Blue Hat will summarize and adjourn the meeting. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 
Source: De Bono, 1999. 

 

TIPS 

● Try to concentrate as much as possible on the current Hat and its guidelines. 

This will allow you to make better and faster decisions because everyone will 

concentrate in one specific mindset to analyze the problem.  

● Open your mind and realize that some mindsets can be strange to you, but 

familiar to another person.  Try to see things from a different perspective after 

using the Six Hats, imagine that the person next to you may have a completely 

different way of planning, showing resistance, etc. 

● As a facilitator, insist that each group member wears the Red Hat, the space for 

communication will improve. 

● Here is a list of questions that will help you think more effectively about your 
problems from each hat’s perspective: 

 

- Blue Hat: What problem am I facing? How can I best define this problem? What is my 
goal and outcome? What do I seek to achieve by solving this problem? What is the 
most effective method of proceeding from this position? How can I best organize and 
arrange my thinking to help move me beyond my present circumstances? 
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- White Hat: What do I know about this problem? What don’t I know about this 
problem? What can I learn from this problem? What more would I like to learn about 
this problem? How will I go about acquiring the facts, stats and data that will help me 
solve this problem? What potential solutions exist based on the facts, stats, and data I 
have collected? 

- Red Hat: What is my gut telling me about this solution? What are my feelings telling 
me about the choice I am about to make? Based on my feelings, is there a better way 
to go about this? Intuitively, is this the right solution to this problem? 

- Yellow Hat: How can I best approach this problem? How can I logically and 
realistically make this work? What positive outcomes could result from this action? 
What are the long-term benefits of this action? 

- Black Hat: What is the fatal flaw in this idea? What is the drawback to this way of 
thinking? In how many ways is this likely to fail? What are the potential risks and 
consequences associated with this? Do I have the necessary resources, skills, and 
support to pull this off? 

- Green Hat: What alternative possibilities could exist here? Could this be done in a 
different way? How can I look at this problem from a unique perspective? How can I 
think outside the box about this? 
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WORKSHEET 7. CREATIVITY WORKSHOP 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

One day 

Required Material 

 

Flipchart paper 

Markers 

Color Post-it 

Masking tape 

Pens 

Papers 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Creativity 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Prototyping  

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Creative Workshop consists of a meeting where people can discuss a project or a 
specific subject, and where you can exchange experiences by doing group dynamics. In 
a workshop, the people participate instead of only watching. There are several kinds of 
workshops, the creative workshop is the one where the participants strengthen their 
imagination and try to develop their creativity. 

Among the most common activities in a workshop is the creation of groups for 
activities and discussions, and later to make presentations. Creative workshops used to 
be focused on job requirements. Today, it tends to focus on open results and to 
enhance the creativity of each participant in a specific group, pursuing the needs of the 
community. To this extent, a company’s manager, for example, can search for skills 
that have not been learned along each member’s training and threaten the richness of 
the community. They find a workshop that fits the needs of the community and work 
these skills in a creative way, leveraging these skills and enhancing the capacity of 
members to make integrative real-life projects. Creative workshops for groups tend to 
focus, at least for at some point, on empathy skills, because working with others make 
us to cultivate those capabilities.  

OBJECTIVE 

A workshop necessarily envisions everyone actively participating. With a common goal, 
people interact and learn through the exchange of experiences and/or activities 
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proposed by the tutors.  The goal is to get participants to experience activities, games, 
discussions and other dynamics that broaden their perceptions, reassess their points 
of view, and help them reach conclusions that would not emerge in a conventional 
work session. The topics depend on the moment the team faces. The workshop can be 
focused on overcoming a challenge, finding solutions to existing deficiencies, etc. 

The creative workshop helps also generate ideas through enjoyable activities, 
construct a culture of cultivating empathy within a team or community, evaluate, 
reflect on and begin refining your own collaborative style. It allows to establish 
connections between the results of the games played and the necessary collaborative 
strategies for success in your own work. In addition, it aims at collecting practical 
information about how to increase the level of comprehension, creativity and 
cooperation in your team. 

STEPS 

Collaboration is the lifeblood of any professional creative endeavor. However, for it to 
occur well, a multi diverse team will need to participate. The mix of cultural, economic 
and creative energy is what provides a sense of sharing and originality. These 
relationships require sincerity and a lack of ego combined with a willingness to help 
each other. Solving complex problems or challenges together across different subjects. 

Step 1.  

Establish "rules of engagement". The facilitator must have a clear idea of what 
appropriate questions and behaviors are, and in some cases will have to exercise 
his/her own judgment and shape the qualification criteria. 

Step 2.  

Ensure that all participants attend the meetings with a good understanding of the 
process and the main theme of each day. Prepare the materials to send for the 
participants before they arrive. Do not forget to create a group on social networks or 
email so they can receive the materials and make the most of the workshop through 
rich discussions. It is also necessary to develop a short document that easily reaches 
them and that highlights the purpose, objectives, structure, rules of engagement, 
schedules and target audience. 

Step 3. 

Ask the right questions and propose interesting team-building activities. The best way 
to lead good ideas is to use efficient questions as the basis of the process. The team 
will explore the questions in small groups during several sessions, each with its subject 
in different forms, such as discussions, games of all sorts, drawing, etc. The questions 
and the activities should get the participants to adopt a new and unfamiliar 
perspective, as well as limit the conceptual space that the team will explore. 

Step 4.  
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Divide participants in groups of three to five people. Each group should focus on a 
single question/dynamic for a defined time lapse. It is important to separate “idea 
crushers” into their own group, which will share the good ideas or achievements to all 
the participants. 

Step 5.  

At the end of the session each group will summarize and share their most relevant 
ideas and achievements with the rest of the group to inspire and motivate everyone. 

Step 6. 

After that, workshop facilitators will close or clarify next steps and will end the session 
by asking each one to make self-rated comments, as well as evaluating the group and 
the dynamic as a whole. 

TIPS 

● As facilitator, create a warm atmosphere and foster honesty among the 
participants in order to increase collaborative practices both on and off the 
place of the workshop. 

● Stay tuned to market news and use technology in your favor. For example, you 
can use games/applications that will be still accessed by practitioners after the 
event. 

● Provide workshop materials centered on empathy and creative dialogue. 
Present instruments and materials able to promote an innovative perspective, 
such as flip-boards, colorful post-its, idea exhibition murals, slide projector, 
among others. The participants can sit around tables or even on the floor if the 
atmosphere is informal. People can have papers and pencils with them. Board 
games and online games are also very welcome. 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  
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Source: Garner, 2014 
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WORKSHEET 8. CUSTOMER JOURNEY 

Complexity 

 
Moderate 

Required Time 

 

2 Hours 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Template 

Competences to develop Functional Competence. Recognizing 
entrepreneurial opportunities 

Functional competence. Social analysis 

Functional competence. Critical analysis 

Technical competence. Planning social innovation 

Involving the community 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The “Customer Journey” tool comes from Design Thinking5, which helps understand 
the client’s experience in his/her relationship with a product or service. It is about a 
graphic representation which shows every step of the experience relating in some way 
to the project, service or product, and how they feel about what they do, especially 
where they are in direct contact with the work being developed. 

It is a very good tool because it places the interested parties at the center of the 
decision-making process, analyzing and identifying their concerns, needs and the 
opportunities to develop and improve the project. It allows to see the work through 
the lens of those who receive it, benefit from it or finance it. 

OBJETIVE 

This tool has a double objective. On the one hand, the Customer Journey aids to 
understand and redesign the user experience. On the other, it will also align the 
internal and external vision in a way in which it can identify if both visions are 
connected or disconnected. 

 
5 It refers to the creative strategies used by the designer during the designing process. Also, it is a 
perspective to solve problems external to the professional design practice, such as commercial and 
social context. 
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STEPS 

The first thing to consider is that each person is different as is his/her way to relate 
with the project, service or product. We present a few steps to use this tool, however 
we advise to adapt it accordingly to the needs of each project. The steps proposed are: 

1. Identify the client. You must try to learn who you are talking to: Their concerns, 
needs and wishes. To develop this step, you may use the “Empathy Map” tool 
(Worksheet 13) included in this toolkit. 

2. Understand the phases of the relationship and draw each one of them in a 
different sketch. 

3. To the previous step you can add a story based on the different phases of the 
project, to make the experience more relatable. It is important to try to identify 
how the project became known: Through which means we were contacted? 
What’s their opinion about the project? What could be improve of it? How 
could he/she become a client of the project? etc. 

4. It is strongly recommended to point out which phases and motivations are 
especially needed. 

5. Once the needs and motivations have been identified, you have to identify the 
channels to accomplish them and highlight the contact points. These contact 
points will be drawn in a diagram where the top will represent positive 
emotions, the middle will represent neutral emotions and the lower part 
negative emotions. 

6. In each image the next step is to identify the weaknesses of the experience of 
the individual in his/her relationship with the project, service or product. 

7. Finally, you must analyze the possible improvement opportunities for the 
project. 

TIPS 

• We recommend using this tool to get to know better the strategic interested 
parties: donors, beneficiaries, users, team.  

• We strongly recommend applying the tool on several individuals and make 
comparison between the experiences to conclude which are the most common 
problems they have concerning the project’s expectations and application. 

• Take advantage of the tool to carry out an analysis of the current relationship 
but also, of the future experience of  the current one once the relationship with 
the project, service or product has concluded. 

• It is recommended to apply this tool in coordination with other tools such as 
Empathy Map (Worksheet 22) or Map of People and Connections, which can be 
found on this toolkit. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Download Worksheet 
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WORKSHEET 9. CHANGE THEORY 

Complexity 

 
Complex 

Required Time 

 

It is a method for applying throughout the project 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Template 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Social impact 

Technical competence. Social innovation planning 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Prototyping 

Evaluation 

 

Currently we have an urgent need to develop more flexible instruments which will 
allow us to plan and monitor our actions in emerging, complex and uncertain contexts, 
always from a flexible perspective. 

It can be created for any level of intervention, be it an a project, program, policy, 
strategy or an organization. 

It is possible to develop a change theory when: 

• The objectives and activities of an intervention can be previously identified and 
planned for in detail; or, 

• When the intervention adapts to new problems and to the decisions of the 
interested parties. 

 

Its perspective applied to social change processes as a thinking-action alternative with 
respect to other more rigid perspectives and planning logics. 

We need to consider that in our milieu there are different types of change: 6 

• Emerging changes are those that happen in our daily lives. 

• Transformative changes are based on un-learning and freeing those 
mentalities, relationships, identities, formal and non-formal institutions, etc. 

 
6 Quoted in Retolaza Eguren, Iñigo.  2010., p. 5 
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• Projectable changes are based in simple or complex problems which can be 
solved through concrete projects and actions planned from a linear logic. 

In general terms, a Change Theory focuses in analyzing and proposing actions which 
belong to transformative changes, more complex in nature and which demand a 
flexible thought-action logic from us. 

Change Theory is also a method employed by organizations to evaluate how the 
activities being developed contribute to achieve the desired final impact. This tool 
allows you to learn if your work is really achieving the goals you set for it. 

In summary, change theory7 is: 

• An exercise of creative visualization to imagine possible, probable and 
desirable future realities. 

• A set of assumptions and estimates on how we believe reality in the future. 

• A though-action perspective helping us identify milestones and conditions 
which must happen in order to achieve the desired goal. 

• An exercise of collaborative learning which incentivizes development of the 
necessary flexible logic to analyze complex social change processes. 

• A semi-structured map of change which intertwines our strategic actions with 
certain results of the process we wish to provoke in our immediate milieu. 

• A tool of the process helps us consciously and critically monitor what we think 
and how we behave both as individuals and collectively. 

OBJETIVE 

Change Theory consists in establishing a causal chain between the needs/objectives, 
supplies, products, intermediate results and impact (expected and unexpected). 
Therefore, the objective is to help analyze and define actions from a thought-action 
perspective and with multi-actor participation to help reach the desired impact. 

 

Figure 1. Change Theory Process 

 
Source: Students4Change, 2018 

 

STEPS 
 

7 Retolaza Eguren, Iñigo.  2010. Teoría de Cambio. Un enfoque de pensamiento-acción para navegar en 
la complejidad de los procesos de cambio social. Guatemala: PNUD, HIVOS 

Needs/ 
Objetctives Supplies Activities Products Results Impacts
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1. Analyze the situation. Identify the problem you want to face, the causes and 
consequences, the opportunities, its strengths and weaknesses, in other words 
a SWOT Analysis Methodology (Worksheet 38) present in this Toolkit. 
 

Figure 2. Questions to develop Change Theory  

 
 

Source: Hazte Cargo. Guía para emprendedores sociales. 2017, pág 165. 

 

2. Define the action universe. Carry out a creative and positive visualization of the 
change you wish to achieve. 

3. Define which aspects of the problem the project can face and formulate the 
results and impacts you aspire to achieve. To develop this step, taking as 
reference Figure 1, the following framework is recommended: 
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Figure 3. VISUAL FRAMEWORK of the process you must complete to create your 
change theory 

 

 
Source. Students4Change a partir de Hazte cargo. Guía para emprendedores sociales 
2017. 

 

4. Now you can define change theory to explain how you will go from your 
current situation to the desired one. You must bear in mind that the theory put 
forward must consist of two parts: a section which explains how the change will 
occur and other where you explain the form in which the intervention will 
achieve said change. 

TIPS 

• Analyze the context you’re in and the level of change you wish to promote. 
• Approach change theory from diverse perspectives. Don’t be afraid of un-

learning. It is important to include different dimensions in the project to 
generate dynamics integral to thought-action. 

• Get diverse actors involved, let them help you define the change theory. 
Remember this method is multi-actor in nature. 

• Update your change theory document. Use it as a tool for your work. Review it 
when it is necessary to be able to update the changes. 

• Use the change theory method to develop impact evaluation. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

Methodological Process of Change Logic 

 
 

Source: Retolaza Eguren, Iñigo. Teoría del Cambio. PNUD, 2010, p. 141 
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WORKSHEET 10. DEFINING OF CHALLENGE 

 

Complexity 

 
Low 

Required Time 

 
Two, two-hour sessions 

Required Material 

 

Post-its 

Pens 

Competences to develop Functional Competence. Critical thinking.  

Functional Competence. Innovation 

Functional Competence. Social Analysis 

Behavioral Competence. Collaborative teamwork 

Involving the community. Building Connections 

Decision-making 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying problems and solutions 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

This tool comes from Design Thinking8 which is a technique that helps us define our 
problem. The idea for a project, product or services comes after an existing problem or 
challenge needs to be confronted. At first, the challenge is very limited, but as the 
initial idea develops, more information emerges about the problem’s context. 

It is essential to redefine the problem, since this will allow us to guide the creative 
process. A bad job defining the problem or challenge can lead to errors when the 
project is finally implemented. The challenges must be: 

• Inspiring 

• Minding the needs/concerns of the people 

• Realistic 

 
8 It refers to the creative strategies used by designers during the designing process. Also, it is a 
perspective to solve the problems outside the boundaries of professional design, such as the 
commercial and social contexts. 
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A well-defined innovation challenge is able to better capture the best ideas, and those 
will lead us to a higher potential to generate innovative and quality solutions. So, as 
Albert Einstein used to say, invest your time in defining the problem before concerning 
yourself with the solution. Generating challenges is not easy but it is paramount to 
design innovative quality projects. 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of the tool is to complete the challenges that can lead to achievable 
solutions that are well defined from the starting point and development of the idea.  

STEPS 

The redefining of the challenge can be carried out during the processes of ideation, 
prototyping and sustainability of the social innovation and entrepreneurship cycle, 
since it is always convenient to review and adjust the challenge. 

This tool should be developed during one or two two-hour sessions. During the first 
session, you can discuss the challenge. For the latter, we recommend using one of the 
tools in this document, for example, “Brainstorming” [Worksheet 4 to outline and 
define the objectives. 

During the second session you can research about the challenge’s weaknesses, as well 
as the aspects requiring more depth to achieve a final consensus on the objectives, the 
processes and the steps to take to solve the challenge or problem. 

Next, we present the recommended steps to develop during the two sessions, bear in 
mind that these are just suggestions: 

1. Identify the challenge. It is important that the challenge is articulated with the 
organization’s strategic objectives, or with those goals defined by the initiative. 
During this initial moment you can also identify the strategic lever, those 
strategies which support the attainment of the challenge. 

2. Once the first step is defined, make a list of the possible people or organizations 
you wish to invite. 

3. Plan the meeting considering the date, hour, place and material needed to carry 
out the session. 

4. Send invitations for the session. 

5. The day of the meeting begin by using a technique to “break the ice” and create 
familiarity within the group. 

6. Begin de-constructing the challenge through questions. Use the techniques 
included in this document, such as Brainstorming (Worksheet 4), Fast 
prototyping, etc to be able to generate interest and work directly on the 
challenge at hand. In the next section we present a template with a series of 
questions that might be useful to guide the session. 
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7. Collect every idea and contribution that comes up during the session using the 
Mental Map tool (Worksheet 27). This tool will help you structure and 
articulate connections. 

 

TIPS 

• It is very important to devote time to the defining the challenge correctly, since 
a bad definition may lead to identifying the wrong solutions. 

• Create diverse groups to maximize amount of information collected on the 
confronted challenge and the problem. 

• Consensually select the challenges’ objectives and the steps to solve them. 
• Keep in constant communication with the individuals or groups participating in 

the sessions. 
• If the challenge is too broad, we recommend breaking down it in parts to work 

with more concrete challenges. 
• You have to be careful not to work with challenges that are too general 

because it may lead to vague solutions. 
• The challenges must be connected to needs of the interested parties, as well as 

to the project or initiative objectives. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Source. Students4Change 
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Source. Students4Change 

 

Download templates 

 

REFERENCES 

 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

 

Social Innovation Community. Learning Portal. http://www.silearning.eu/tools-
archive/people-and-connections-map/ 

 

Ideo. Org. DesignKit http://www.designkit.org/methods/54 

Hazte Cargo. Guía para emprendedores sociales. 2017. 

SIMPACT Project. Social Innovation Business Toolbox, 2016. http://www.simpact-
project.eu/tools/business.htm 
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WORKSHEET 11. DEFINING SUCCESS 

 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

Several days 

Required Material 

 

Pen and paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Proactiveness. Technical 
competence. Managing Financial Capital  

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating Ideas 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Success has had many definitions over time, with variations based on cultural 
differences such as what goal, aim and purpose are what define success. Nowadays, at 
least in the western countries, success is mainly about career success due to the silent 
assumption that money provides a better life and more opportunities to a family.  

 

OBJECTIVE 

Journalist Laura Garnett has interviewed a series of entrepreneurs considered 
successful by the western parameters, most of them CEO’s, as to how they would 
define success: 

"To find and fully live your purpose in life, and to leave an enduring legacy of having 
made a difference in the world." 

— Ron Cordes, founder of the Cordes Foundation. 

"Success is not having to describe what's been accomplished.... others do it for you." 

— Deborah Hopkins, Chief Innovation Officer of Citibank. 

"I define success as living my true purpose and having a positive impact on the lives of 
people by uplifting them and inspiring them to think and act in ways that they may not 
have considered before." 
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— Raj Sisodia, co-founder of Conscious Capitalism and professor at Babson College. 

"The purpose of our lives is to contribute our unique, God-given gifts to have an 
extraordinary positive impact on the lives of others and the world." 

— David Kidder, CEO of Bionic. 

"Success, for me, has always been in providing a great quality of life for my family, for 
those who work for me, and to my community." 

— Jeremy Young CEO of Tanga. 

"My definition of success is knowing that what you are doing is helping you and others 
lead a better, happier, healthier life." 

— Kara Goldin, CEO of Hint Water. 

"To me, success means creating a business that empowers customers, employees, and 
community in equal measure. We want to add positive value to people's lives, from a 
personal and professional standpoint." 

— Dan Kurzius, co-founder and COO of Mailchimp. 

"Success is looking back at your life, when you are in your final moments, and 
possessing a great amount of pride around your creations, accomplishments, and 
legacy, while possessing little to no regret about what you did not do and missed 
opportunities (i.e. your family still loves you). If I can die feeling this way, I believe this 
is success." 

— Seth Besmertnik, CEO of Conductor. 

"I feel that my life is successful if I can live each day with a positive outlook, have a 
feeling of contentment with my circumstances, have balance in all the important areas 
of my life, and have the time and resources to pursue what I am passionate about." 

— Marcia Becker, PhD, senior director of Adult Rehabilitative and Rural Services.  

"I define success as having a job that you enjoy and enables you financially, a spouse 
and family that loves and cares for you, children that make you proud by who they are 
and what they do, having the freedom to worship a loving God, and being able to 
contribute to the betterment of your fellow man. I am so blessed!" 

— E.N. Garnett Jr., Certified Crop Advisor, Southern States.  

 

STEPS 

Stanford psychologist Carol Dweck has dedicated her career to better understand what 
characterizes someone as successful, and created 4 steps: 
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1. Commit to it 
The most important step is to make a commitment to yourself that you will cultivate 
and support this mindset. It won’t be hard for you to find it, it’s available to all of us, 
but you’ll need to keep it at the forefront of everything you do. Your every word, every 
action, and every thought. 

2. Surround yourself with successful people 

Whether you like it or not, your thoughts and actions are influenced by those around 
you. If you want to reach success fast surround yourself with those who are already 
successful and are working to become more successful. For example, a Marketing for 
Consultants Coaching Program is where you can surround yourself with consultants 
dedicated and committed to take actions and growing their business. 

3. Go for growth 

Another decision successful people make is to go for growth. They aren’t satisfied 
staying where they are. They want to constantly improve, learn, and prosper at higher 
levels. They are focused on results and taking every aspect of their lives to the next 
level. You can’t have the mindset of success if you’re comfortable with mediocrity. 

4. Take action 

The power of having a success mindset is that it does not serve to only make you think 
and feel more successful. It influences the actions you take. To take action is a critical 
part of success. In fact, without it we would simply fill our minds with positive thoughts 
and ideas – but it’s not until we bring those visions and ideas to life that we are 
rewarded for our commitment and intentions. 

 

TIPS 

Success is a subjective experience, to achieve it requires an independent life plan with 
specific goals to achieve and opportunities to take. Therefore, it is important to 
emphasize the importance of being positive and proactive. 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Source: Students4Change 

 

REFERENCES 
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WORKSHEET 12: DELPHI METHOD  

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

Several sessions 

Required Material 

 

Post-its o color boards 

Paper 

Pencils o markers 

Masking tape 

 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Teamwork 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Olaf Helmer and Norman Dalkey at the Rand Corporation conceived the Delphi method 
in the 1950s. The method consists on a series of questionnaires in order to establish a 
connection of opinions. The Delphi technique can be (and has been) applied in several 
areas such as program planning, policy investigation, predictions of future events, 
resource utilization, etc. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this tool is to conduct discussions, predictions, etc. According to 
Dalkey “two heads are better than one, or...n heads are better than one” (Dalkey, 
1972, p. 15). 

Delbecq, Van de Ven, and Gustafson (1975) specifically indicate that the Delphi 
technique can be used for achieving the following objectives:  

- To determine or develop a range of possible program alternatives.  
- To explore or expose underlying assumptions or information leading to 

different judgments. 
- To seek out information which may generate a consensus on the part of the 

respondent group. 
- To correlate informed judgments on a topic spanning a wide range of 

disciplines. 
- To educate the respondent group as to the diverse and interrelated aspects of 

the topic. 
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STEPS 

First, select the group of experts based on the topic that is going to be examined. 
Then, the process begins when the group must answer a questionnaire based on their 
personal opinions and experiences. Once the questionnaire is answered the 
researchers have to convert the answers into a well-structured questionnaire that will 
be used to collect a second round of information. The questionnaire can have as many 
rounds as necessary to achieve the goal. In every “round”, the experts have the 
opportunity to change their opinion or to specify the reasons for remaining outside the 
consensus. 

TIPS 

● After receiving the feedback, the panelists may rate their responses differently 
to conform to the group ratings. Therefore, the Delphi technique has the 
potential of molding opinions, which could be a major drawback in the process 
resulting in false results. Based on that, the researchers need to be cognizant, 
exercise caution, and implement the proper safeguards in dealing with this 
issue. 

● It is also important that the identity of the experts is not revealed even at the 
end of the rounds. This allows the participants to feel comfortable to speak, 
encourages critiques and prevents the panelists of being influenced by others.  

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 
 
Source: Heuer and Pherson (2011) 
 
REFERENCES 

Heuer, R. and Pherson, R. Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis, 
2011. 
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WORKSHEET 13. EMPATHY MAP 

Complexity 

 

Low 

Required Time 

 

15-30 Minutes 

Required Material 

 

Pen 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Empathy 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Sustainability 

Transference 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

An empathy map is a collaborative tool created by Dave Gray that teams can use to 
gain a deeper insight into their customers. It’s often used by designers since they are 
well aware and know better than anyone that it’s what’s inside that counts, as in the 
user’s thoughts and feelings, and how they affect what they say and do. That is where 
the empathy map comes in. When created correctly, empathy maps serve as the 
perfect lean user persona: 

● They quickly visualize user needs (especially to non-designers). 
● They fit perfectly into a Lean workflow as a starting point for user knowledge (you’ll 

build more as you prototype and test). 
● Because they’re quick to create, they’re easy to iterate as you revise assumptions 

based on real data. 
● They prime stakeholders for your design ideas since they’ve thought beyond their own 

experiences. 
 

A common empathy map is divided into four quadrants, outlining notes on four 
different aspects of the user’s internal experience. The quadrants can vary based on 
needs and preferences, but almost always contain: 

1. Feelings — The user’s emotional state, i.e. “is confused by the navigation and blames 
him/herself.” 

2. Sights — Where the user’s eyes go, i.e., “loves the colorful mascot.” 
3. Influences — What the user has heard from third parties that might influence how 

they act, i.e., “They say this is easier to use than Photoshop.” 
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4. Actions — The user’s behaviors, whether in general or in response to a specific 
instigator, i.e., “returns to the home page every time they don’t know where to go.” 
In addition, at the bottom in some empty space, it is a good idea to include: 

- Problems (“Pains”) — Any obstacles worth considering, i.e., an unfamiliarity with 
technology, or a short attention span. 

- Goals (“Gains”) — What the user hopes to accomplish, i.e., complete the task within 
five minutes.   
 

OBJECTIVE 

Empathy maps are most useful at the start of the design process. Try to complete 
empathy maps before the product requirements, but after the initial user research. 
Product strategy is about solving problems, and empathy maps shed light on which 
problems to solve, and how. This also makes them a great tool for redesigns as well. 
When done well, empathy maps create a domino effect that affects the entire project. 
Empathy maps affect the product requirements, which affects the product strategy, 
which in time affects the wireframes, mockups, prototypes, etc. 

However, empathy maps work better if they are drawn from real data, so they should 
be made after user research like user interviews. But in a pinch, empathy maps can still 
be built on your existing knowledge and stakeholder feedback. Quick basic empathy 
maps offer valuable insight in any meeting — hence the “10-minute persona” 
nickname. 

STEPS 

Sample empathy mapping session may be as follows:  

Step 1 – Sketch the map 

Assemble your team and have them bring any data, or insights about the target of your 
empathy map. Print out or sketch the empathy map template on a large piece of paper 
or whiteboard. Hand each team member sticky notes and a marker. Each person 
should write down their thoughts on sticky notes. Ideally everyone would add at least 
one sticky to every section.  

Step 2 – Ask questions 

You might ask questions, such as: 

- What would the user be thinking and feeling? What are some of their worries 
and aspirations? 

- What would their friends, colleagues, and boss be likely to say while the user is 
using our product? What would the user hear in these scenarios? 

- What would the user see while using our product in their environment? 
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- What might the user be saying and/or doing while using our product? How 
would that change in a public or private setting? 

- What are some of the user’s main points or fears when using our product? 
- What advances might the user experience when using our product? 

 

TIPS 

Have the team members speak about the sticky notes as they place them on the 
empathy map. Ask questions to achieve deeper insights so that these questions can be 
prepared for the rest of the team. To help bring the user to life, you may even wish to 
sketch out the characteristics this person may have on the center of the face. At the 
end of the session, ask the team members what insights they learned. More 
importantly, ask them what hypotheses they have about the users that they would like 
to validate. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 

Source: Students4Change 

REFERENCES 
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WORKSHEET 14. FAST PROTOTYPING 

Complexity 

 
High 

Required Time 

 

One two-hour session 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color cards 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

Duct tape 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Innovation 

Technical competence. Planning social innovation 

Functional competence. Critical thinking 

 

Other innovation processes 
where it can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Creating prototypes is about designing the work model for a product or service which 
can be used to test the reactions of potential clients and suppliers. The concept comes 
from manufacture, but more and more it is used for services. 

Fast prototyping is a technique which allows you to make your ideas tangible; to learn 
through creating and to rapidly gain key feedback from those who you’re designing it 
for. Because prototypes are made only to convey an idea, not to be perfect, they can 
move rapidly through a variety of iterations, based on what you have learned from the 
people it is designed for. 

Developing this tool assures the validation of the idea from the start of the process, in 
a way in which you can include and perfect the idea to adapt it to the needs of the 
users. 

OBJETIVE 

This tool is very useful to test the idea or project. Testing its viability and its acceptance 
by the community or in the market can quickly help to define if you should keep 
working on the idea’s original design or if you need to redesign it. 

STEPS 

1. Identify and decide what is going to be your prototype. Establish the objectives 
for the prototype. 
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2. Define the prototype functionally. Chose the type of prototype you want to 
develop. You can use: storytelling, models, mock-ups. An example of the 
Storytelling Worksheet can be found in Worksheet 37 of this toolkit. 

3. Develop the prototype functionally. The objective is to make the idea tangible. 
It doesn’t need to be perfect; at this stage you just must guarantee it 
represents the idea that is being carried out. 

4. Use real users to test and evaluate the prototype. Do not forget to ask for 
feedback, collect the commentaries and systematize them to improve your 
idea. 

5. Build a new prototype based on the feedback received. 

TIPS 

• Don’t wait until your idea is fully developed. Test it when you have enough 
information to be able to create a prototype and test it for the market. 

• Don’t forget to collect the feedback information and systematize it. 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Students4Change, 2018  
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Source: Students4Change 

Download 

 

REFERENCES 

Social Innovation Communities. Repository Learning.  

 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

IDEO. Design Kit. http://www.designkit.org/methods/36 
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WORKSHEET 15. FINANCIAL STRATEGIES 

 

Complexity 

 
Moderate 

Required Time 

 

One hour 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Post-its 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Managing financial capital 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 
Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

A social innovator is usually more concerned about creating the initiative or project 
than on seeking how to finance it. The funding sources or financial entities seek to 
understand how the money they invest in the project achieves impact. In many 
occasions, these two visions don’t match, which creates a funding issue. 

Because of this, developing a financial strategy from the start of the project will 
provide the economic resources needed for making the solution a reality. 

  

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to help define the project’s financing needs and identify 
possible financing sources. 

STEPS 

1. Mark off the project’s financial needs. The first recommended action is to meet 
with the team to identify the project’s financial needs. The same exercise can 
be applied if this adventure is an individual project. In order to reflect about the 
needs, it is recommended to use the brainstorming technique (Worksheet 4, in 
this document). 

2. If you are going to profit from a service or product you will need to know how 
to finance the design and creation of this service or product. If, on the contrary, 
it is a non-profit service or product you should reflect about the implications 
this could have on the financial strategy. 
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3. Once the needs have been identified, the next step is to meet with key 
partners, proposing an exercise (Brainstorming) to identify possible financing 
sources.  

4. Determine the types of connections that are needed to obtain financing. 
Creating a presentation which introduces the project (there is an example of 
how to do a quick presentation in Worksheet 30, Pitch). 

5. Seek all the information you can get (contact data, projects which have been 
financed, current investment interests, etc.). This information is available and 
can help you focus on the objective and design a pitch when it is necessary to 
meet with potential partners.  

6. Thinking about alternative financing options beyond the traditional ones is 
important, so you can have a plan B, in case the one being developed does not 
go as expected. For example, you can search for collaborative financing 
platforms (crowdfunding), which is becoming a popular option nowadays. 
Some examples of this platforms are: Kickstarter, Startsomegood or Indeogogo, 
among others. 

7. Finally, it is important to always be aware that this exercise is for getting the 
project started, but a strategy must be implemented to obtain sustainable 
resources for the entire project. 
 

TIPS 

• Socialize the financing strategy to the maximum. For that, it is important to 
convene detailed meetings with the team, collaborators and partners to inform 
them about the steps, advances and setbacks developing the strategy. 

• It is important to always be mindful of the need to create networks 
• Search for the newest tendencies on financing sources. 
• Explore new financing opportunities which may arise. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Download Template 

REFERENCIAS 

Ideo. Org. DesignKit http://www.designkit.org/methods/54 

Stanford Social Innovation Review. The Non-Profit Funding Models. 
https://www.moore.org/docs/default-source/Grantee-Resources/ten-non-profit-
funding-models.pdf?sfvrsn=0 

Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/chancebarnett/2013/05/08/top-10-
crowdfunding-sites-for-fundraising/#76f4e1b03850 
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WORKSHEET 16. THE FIVE WHYS 

 

 

Complexity 

 
Low 

Required Time 

 

15-30 Minutes 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral Competence. 

Commitment. 

 

Other innovation processes 
where it can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Sustainability 

Transference 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

“The Five Whys” technic, also known as “the stairs of whys”, is a very useful analytical 
method based on asking questions to explore the cause-effect relationship generated 
by the existence of a specific problem. 

This technic was originally developed by Taiichi Ohno, one of the creators of the 
Toyota Production System. 

It is based on a process which creates an outline, the possible causes of a problem are 
analyzed backwards, until reaching the final cause which is the origin of the problem. It 
is important to keep in mind that there can be more than five questions. The number 
of questions will depend on how long the causal process of the problem is. 

It can be used to solve a conflict, do diagnostics or make decisions. The application of 
this tool helps find the superficial causes of a problem until reaching its root. 

This tool allows to comply with the Pareto principal (or 80-20 ratio), since it guarantees 
it will focus its efforts in 20% of the solutions which will provide the greater value to 
the project or initiative. 

 

OBJETIVE 
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The objective of this tool is to systematically support the research on the sources of 
the problem; determining the root cause of the problem is very important to define 
the right actions in the attempt to solve it. 

 

STEPS 

1. Determine the problem you want to tackle with this tool. Not every problem 
has to be analyzed using it, therefore, it is important to clearly define the most 
important problem which requires this tool. 

2. Create a team to help researching and analyzing the problem. 

3. Carry out the research process and begin applying the “five whys” technic. 

4. Begin by asking the team a question relating to the problem at hand and ask 
why five times. 

5. Write in a piece of paper the answers given by the team, pay attention to what 
the members say and how they say it. 

6. Establish an action plan. Define and create a consensual plan together with 
the members at the meeting to be able to manage the next steps. 

7. Conclude and share the information on the whole process. 

 

TIPS 

The work must be carried out individually or with a group no larger than ten people. 

Collect the largest possible amount of data on the problem. 

Ask questions directly related to the problem, asking why to each of the identified 
causes. Avoid being too general. 

It is important to focus on the highest and not on all of the probabilities. 

If this tool is to be used with a group, also use the brainstorming technique in this 
publication (Worksheet 4). 

Consider that the central element of the problem should not be reached until at least 
the fourth question. 

Use pen and paper to outline a structure of connections as they appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Download the template 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Oliver Serrat, 2009 “The Five Whys Technique” in Knowledge Solutions Asian 
Development Bank. p. 30. https://www.adb.org/publications/five-whys-technique 

 

IDEO.ORG. Design Kit. http://www.designkit.org/resources 

 

Eric Ries, 2008. StartUP lessons Learned. Five Whys. 
http://www.startuplessonslearned.com/2008/11/five-whys.html 

 

Eric Ries, 2011. The Lean Startup: How Today's Entrepreneurs Use Continuous 
Innovation to Create Radically Successful Businesses 
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WORKSHEET 17. FOCUS GROUP SURVEYS 

 

Complexity 

 

Low/Medium 

Required Time 

 

180 minutes 

Required Material 

 

Template 

Pencil 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Research 

Behavioral competence. Communication 

Getting the community involved. 

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The history of focus groups started in 1937 at the Princeton University Office of Radio 
Research. Today, focus groups are used to evaluate messaging and advertising, as well 
as qualitative studies, aiming at discovering beliefs, opinions and personal viewpoints 
in a chosen topic. In social innovation and co-creative design processes, it can be 
thought of as tools to learn about the initial ideas the participants have and their 
attitudes towards a service, concept or proposal. 

OBJECTIVE 

This specific tool is indicated to agents who aim at understanding/investigating a 
specific reality before implementing a social innovation project. Three objectives can 
be pointed out: 

1) To obtain the participants’ perceptions, beliefs, opinions and viewpoints on a 
defined area of interest in a non-judgmental environment. 

2) To engage the actors in the project or initiative.  

3) Facilitate their involvement with the project. It allows new ideas to emerge from 
the dialogue and exchange among the participants. It serves as the grounds of the 
innovation proposal, as it allows the collective development of future scenarios. 
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STEPS 

The tool application consists of the organization of a group discussion, ideally with six 
to ten participants purposefully selected, with equal gender representation and 
homogeneous in terms of age. All the other characteristics of the participants shall 
allow a heterogeneous sampling, in order to have broader chances of divergence in 
opinions, and therefore a better dialogue construction. 

The mediator proposes a warm-up activity to start the discussion, which can be a 
question or a visual material (image, video, poster, etc.) or an audio recording. 

Each focus group session lasts no longer than one and a half hour. Therefore, after the 
warm-up activity, the mediator will only have time for four or five more questions. 

As participants arrive, the mediator sets the tone for a comfortable discussion, 
following the script he or she has prepared, and manages the group dynamics keeping 
in mind the goal of the focus group. 

TIPS 

Some tips are listed next to support the focus group application: 

- Pre-target the general characteristics you want your participants to have and 
select the participants according to your criteria. 

- Choose an opening warm-up activity that will engage the participants starting 
from their experience. 

- Select a list of few questions (four or five) and be sure that they are useful 
according to the purpose statement. Before using the questions in an actual 
focus group session, test them out. 

- Always use open-ended questions; avoid questions that can be answered yes or 
no; flow from general to specific; use “think back” questions to take people 
back to an experience. 

- Consider ways to engage all participants, using questions such as: “Are there 
other ways of looking at this?”; “Who else has an idea?”; “Let me see if I am 
understanding you correctly (paraphrase a comment)”. 

- Aim at the plurality of ideas and opinions to exchange, ensuring that every 
participant feels at ease to express their point of view. 

- Select a familiar, comfortable and silent setting, where nobody will interrupt 
the process of the focus group. It is important to keep the conversation 
flowing. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

The participants sit around a table, while the mediator (and his/her assistant) conduct 
the focus group from one edge of the table. The materials are displayed on the table 
and water/snacks are provided to the group. 
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Source: Students4Change 

 

 

REFERENCES 

Andrade M.; Amorim, V. (2010). Grupo focal: a pesquisa com foco em interação dos 
sujeitos. In: Marcondes, M. I., Teixeira, E., Oliveira, I. (org.). Metodologias e Técnicas de 
Pesquisa em Educação. Belém: UEPA. 

Barbour, R., (2007). Doing Focus Groups. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 

Cardoso, A. P. (1992). As atitudes dos professores e a inovação pedagógica. Revista 
Portuguesa de Pedagogia,26(1), pp. 85-99. 

Fern, E.F. (2001). Advanced focus group research. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications. 

Krueger, R.A., & Casey, M.A. (2009). Focus groups: A practical guide for applied 
research (4th Ed.).Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 

Simon, S. (1999). How to conduct a focus group. Fieldstone Alliance. Available 
at:https://www.tgci.com/sites/default/files/pdf/How%20to%20Conduct%20a%20Focu
s%20Group.pdf Access October 30th 2017. 
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WORKSHEET 18. IDEA GENERATION  

 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

A couple of hours 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color cards 

Paper 

Pencils o makers 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Critical Thinking 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating Ideas  

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Idea generation (ideation) is critical to the design and marketing of new products, to 
the marketing strategy, and to create an effective advertising copy. 

OBJECTIVE  

Idea generation is the creative process or procedure used by an organization to figure 
out solutions to any number of difficult challenges. It involves coming up with many 
ideas during a group discussion, selecting the best idea or ideas, working to create a 
plan to implement that idea and afterwards putting it into practice. The idea can be 
tangible, something you can touch or see, or intangible, something symbolic or 
cultural. 

 

STEPS 

1. Generation 

For many companies, making use of ideation to address a specific problem or 
requirement is frequently a good starting point. Besides problem-solving, there are 
two key chances for utilizing ideation: core competences and consumer insights. 

Core competences, in relation to ideation, has to do with strengthen ideation to 
develop the skill set of a company. Consumer insights, with reference to ideation, has 
to do with using the principles of conventional market research and implementing 
them in the context of a joint idea-sharing milieu.  

2. Selection 
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The best idea is selected long before the ideation process begins. It is essential that 
you set the criteria to assess the ideas: who is responsible for evaluating the ideas, and 
how to transmit the main ideas to the interested team members for further 
assessment or execution. A proper selection process begins with using tags or labels to 
arrange the ideas into meaningful clusters.  

3. Implementation 

The success of implementation depends on an organization’s ability to choose the best 
ideas and act on it. It also depends on the organization having appropriate workflows 
in place so that the right groups take part at the appropriate time in the three steps of 
the ideation process. 

To better explain how this tool works, we’ll used an example created by Professor 
Rana Abourizk, Master of Business Administration: 

“Sam is a marketing manager for a shoe company, and about eight people work for 
him. Sam is a big fan of using idea generation with his team whenever they need to 
tackle a new challenge. The team has a new project this month. They have to come up 
with a brand-new way of marketing the newest line of shoes to a previously 
unaddressed target audience. Sam puts his group to work into pairs. 

Each pair tackles the task by first thinking of many ideas, far more than they would 
ever use. The pairs will eventually rejoin the team, and the team will select the best 
idea or ideas before assessing the ideas’ worth with a focus group of potential 
customers at a later date. After feedback from the focus group, the team will adjust 
their approach and build on the idea using the feedback from the focus group before 
putting their plan through real testing or trials. Finally, when the team is confident in 
their idea, the idea will then move on to actual business implementation. In our 
example with Sam and his team, their marketing plan will be employed by the 
company to target their new customer demographic. 

This general process structure is used across many types of businesses for many types 
of decisions. There is no rule saying that a company must follow this exactly, so don't 
be surprised if you encounter variations. If it seems like a long process, that is because 
it is. Some aspects require longer time, like conducting research, gathering opinions, 
learning about competitors, testing the idea, and improving on the idea after testing. 
Individual teams or companies will also find that some techniques work better for 
them than for others, and that's just fine. Knowing a wide range of idea generation 
techniques allows for flexibility in a decision-making process.” 

 

TIPS 
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• There are several techniques and tools that helps the process of Idea 
Generation, some of them are: Brainstorming; Mind mapping; Storyboarding; 
Reverse thinking; Socializing. 

• Thinking big and thinking small requires the same level of work. So, do it great. 
• Other tools like “Effectuation”, “Theory for the Resolution of Inventive 

Problems9”, “Design thinking” can be used together to give better results and 
maturity to the ideas generated. 

• Like any other technique associated with brainstorming, the environment 
contributes to its success. Some simple resources contributed a lot such as a 
relaxed place, tables, pictures, papers, colored pens, post-its, food, juices, 
coffee, etc.  

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Students4Change 

 

REFERENCES 

ALTSHULLER, G. Innovation Algorithm: TRIZ, systematic innovation and technical 
creativity. Worchester, MA: Technical Innovation Center, 2000. 

BUZAN, T.; Mapas mentais. Rio de Janeiro, Sextante, 2009. 

DESAI, Hershey. 18 Best Idea Generation Techniques, Cleverism, May 14, 2015. 
Available at https://www.cleverism.com/18-best-idea-generation-techniques/, 
Accessed 2018. 

RANA, Abourizk. What is Idea Generation? Definition, Process & Techniques. Available 
at https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-idea-generation-definition-process-
techniques.html, Accessed 2018. 

 
9 More at: http://bit.ly/1lfwLWn 
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READ, Stuart; SARAVASTHY, Saras. Knowing what to do and doing what you know: 
Effectuation as a form of entrepreneurial expertise. Journal of Private Equity. Winter 
2005, p. 45-62. 
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WORKSHEET 19. IDENTIFYING AN OBJECTIVE AUDIENCE 
 

Complexity 

 
Low 

Required Time 

 

1-2 hours 

Required Material 

 

Template 

Pencils 

Competences to develop Functional Competence. Social Analysis 

Involving the Community- Relationship building 
and Decision-making 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying Problems and Solutions 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

This tool is specifically for gaining a general vision of the people your project or 
initiative is looking to help. It can also serve as a communication tool to show visually 
our initiative’s target group.  

It is useful because it allows us to reflect and identify different individuals who your 
initiative may affect, and you may not have considered them at first. 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to support every entrepreneurial individual identify which 
individuals or group of individuals will be the final users of the project. 

STEPS 

To complete this tool, these steps must be followed: 

1. Think about a specific group of people and give them a name. 
2. Draw the individual or group according to its main feature. 
3. Identify their needs and how to satisfy them. 
4. Finally, try to approach the target group, analyzing when, how often and how 

will they interact with it. 

TIPS 

Consider the following advice to receive a better performance while using this tool: 
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• Complete different worksheets for each user group you identify. 
• Write down descriptions of potential groups which may be interested or who 

could benefit from the project. 
• Think about who’s interests or needs may relate to the project or initiative. 
• Try to complete every section of the template because it will help you gain a 

more concrete sense of the figures involved. 
• It is useful to add names and brief descriptions to each one of the groups who 

benefited from the initiative. 
• Share impressions with others who can be team or community members. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
Source. Adapted from NESTA 2013. Desarrollo e Impacto Ya. 

 

Download 

REFERENCES 

NESTA. Desarrollo e Impacto Ya. Herramientas prácticas para impulsar y apoyar la 
innovación social. DYI. http://es.diytoolkit.org 

SIMPACT Project 2016. Social Innovation Business Toolbox. http://www.simpact-
project.eu/tools/business.htm 

 

 
 
 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
 
 

Name of the group 
Give the group a name 
 
 
 
Draw the group or take 
a picture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT ARE THE NEEDS? 
 
 
 
 
WHAT CAN YOU OFFER THEM? 
HOW MANY ARE 
THEY? 

HOW MANY OF 
THEM WILL GET 
INVOLVED?? 

HOW OFTEN WILL 
YOU INTERACT WITH 
THEM? 

WHAT ARE YOU 
GETTING IN 
EXCHANGE? 

HOW CAN THE 
RELATIONSHIP BE 
STRONGER? 
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WORKSHEET 20. IDENTIFYING SUPPORT NETWORKS  

Complexity 

 
Low 

Required Time 

 

One four-hour session 

Required Material 

 

Post-its 

Flipcharts 

Markers 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Commitment 

Technical Competence. Impact 

Connection Building 

Decision-making 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Problem and solution identification 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

This tool is designed to help innovators identify the support they can count on when 
developing a social entrepreneurial or innovation initiative or project. Support 
networks are those in which people will help the project or initiative to continue; those 
who offer connections to help with the progress; those who will listen, and help going 
forward and confront the problems as they arise. 

Knowledge. Support networks range from the closest circle of people all the way to 
complete strangers, but strangers who will support and guide you through-out the 
effort. Using this tool will help you discover new ways to influence other interested 
parties, and at the same time it motivates social innovators to create a clear vision and 
visual image of the general system of actors. It is extremely useful to understand which 
interested parties are currently involved in the project and which connections are 
crucial, how and why, and which connections should be reinforced. It helps innovators 
analyze different roles and levels of participation, encouraging a perspective for 
defining the features of a solution. This tool also may be used generatively, by 
discovering a fruitful connection. 

OBJETIVE 
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This tool will help you identify the needs to carry out an initiative or project; to define 
the types of support needed and to identify where within your close circle you can get 
said support. 

STEPS 

Identifying needs. You must think in the type of support which may be needed to carry 
out the social initiative or project. This support can be diverse: It goes from needing 
tools to be able to develop ideas to needing financial resources. Correctly identifying 
these needs will help you when you look for support. 

 

Think about the different individuals who are part of the support network, place 
them in the Circle of Support below. It is important to calmly reflect on all those 
persons which will help with tools, knowledge, financing or containment. 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

The participants sit at a table while the driver (and the secretary) guides the focus 
group. To know how to develop focus groups you can review Worksheet 17 in this 
toolkit. The materials symbolizing different needs and the template are on the table 
visible to everyone. 

TIPS 

- Promote a loose environment to help creating and representing networks. It is 
important to offer beverages and some snacks during breaks. 

- You can use other tools, such as grids to classify the networks introduced in the 
Democracia en acción. Una visión desde las metodologías participativas. 
Ganuza, E. Et al. Antigona, Procesos participativos.   

 

REFERENCES 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

Social Innovation Community. Learning Portal. http://www.silearning.eu/tools-
archive/people-and-connections-map/ 

Democracia en acción. Una visión desde las metodologías participativas. Ganuza, E. Et 
al. Antigona, Procesos participativos.   
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WORKSHEET 21. IMPROVEMENT TRIGGERS  

Complexity 

 
Low 

Required Time 

 

120 minutes 

Required Material 

 
Computer 

Competences to develop Technical Competence. Innovation planning  

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 
Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The tool “Improvement Triggers” offers a selection of questions which can be used to 
help look at the work form a different perspective. Inspired in the ‘SCAMPER’ tool 
(substitute, combine, adapt, modify, Eliminate, Rearrange) (Eberle, 1997), these 
questions are designed to stimulate new ways of thinking and are structured in such a 
way that they allow to approximate the existing offer or to a new potential solution 
from a series of different perspectives. This is a good way to do a better job, especially 
in areas where there are many convincing available options. 

The questions in this tool assume that any novelty in something already exists. This 
may not be strictly true but focusing on the work from this perspective can be useful 
when you’re trying to articulate how what you’re doing is different from what 
everyone else is doing (or how you are building on what someone else did).  

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to help you reflect from a different perspective in such a 
way that you can identify the value or improvement the project represents compared 
with what already exists. 

STEPS 

Each one of the questions in the Worksheet must give you a slightly different 
perspective on the work. Next, we introduce some recommended steps: Write down 
the answers in the blank space, trying to be brief. The idea is to have something which 
gives a concise overview on how your work is different from the work of others and 
how you can potentially improve it. 

The questions in this worksheet are examples to boost your thinking. Likewise, many 
other questions may be relevant. The key is to use seven question categories to 
encourage thinking on potential improvements. 
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TIPS 

Use a sheet for each project or activity you want to submit for reflection or evaluation. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
 

 

REFERENCES 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 
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WORKSHEET 22. INNOVATION FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

Complexity 

 
Complex 

Required Time 

 

Several days 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color cards 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Social Analysis 

Functional competence. Innovation 

Technical competence. Social innovation planning 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying needs and opportunities 

Prototyping 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The Innovation Flux Diagram is a tool developed by Nesta, 10  and offers a detailed 
framework about several stages of the innovation process, listing activities, 
requirements and goals with each of these phases. 

 
10  Nesta is a British Foundation expert in social innovation and public innovation of 
international reach. 
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Social Innovation processes 

 
1. Ideas; 2. Proposals; 3 Prototypes; 4. Sustainability; 5. Scaling; 6. Systemic change  

 

Source: Adaptation of The Process of Social Innovation figure (Murray et al, 2011, p. 
11). 

These include a general framework of the different people, skills, activities and 
financing that a project or organization will need to be successful. The detailed 
description this tool offers helps determine in what stage of the process you are in, 
and to organize the necessary next steps to develop innovation. 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to help identify the phases of the innovation process as 
well as the needs and requirements which must be considered in each phase. 

STEPS 

This is a complex tool, since it demands great analytical effort. However, applying it at 
the beginning of the project, when the idea is still taking shape will help you gain 
control over the different phases of the project and to know what is needed and 
where to concentrate your efforts. The suggested steps are: 

1. Identify a comfortable space where you can complete the worksheet without 
interruptions. 

2. Search for key questions that will help complete the worksheet. The 
Brainstorming technic in this document (Worksheet 4) may work as a 
complement to this tool 
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3. Research key documents from leading organizations on topics about social 
innovations and social entrepreneurship. 

4. Look for feedback from experts or people close to you. It is important to get 
feedback from objective individuals or interested parties. To that end, you can 
use the Focus Group Surveys worksheet (Worksheet 17, in this document) to 
carry out interviews or manage focus groups. 

5. Keep the document with you and review it as the development of the project 
moves forward. 

 

TIPS 

• Put in the necessary time to complete the worksheet, it will be an investment 
to save resources (time, human and financial) in the future. 

• Use this worksheet to learn at which stage of the process you are and if you 
have considered every relevant aspect. This revision might help you identify 
things that may need special attention. This framework is useful to learn what 
tools and activities might be useful in each stage. 

• Search support from experts or people close to you feel it is necessary.  

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Download template 

 

REFERENCES 

NESTA. Desarrollo e Impacto Ya. Herramientas prácticas para impulsar y apoyar la 
innovación social. DYI. http://es.diytoolkit.org 

Clúster Audiovisual Galego. El Sistema de Gestión la Innovación  
http://www.clag.es/innovacion/files/e_04.pdf 

Comisión Europea, 2013. Guía para la Innovación Social. Traducido al español en 
Principado de Asturias 
http://movil.asturias.es/Asturias/descargas/PDF_TEMAS/Asuntos%20Sociales/guia_in
novacion_social.pdf 
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WORKSHEET 23. INSPIRATION BY ANALOGY 

Complexity 

 

Moderate 

Required Time 

 

30-60 Minutes 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Flipcharts 

Camera 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Leadership 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Scaling or transferring 

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL  

Inspiration by Analogy is an associative thought-process that allows you to transfer 
meaning from one subject to another, to take inspiration from a different context and 
therefore, to get a fresh perspective on the addressed topic.  

The technique emphasizes the human-centered design and encourages to look in new 
places to draw inspiration for new solutions, stating that looking in the same places 
leads to the same answers. In this way, analogous settings can help you isolate 
elements of an experience, interaction, or product, and then apply them to whatever 
design challenge you are working on. Besides, getting out from behind your desk and 
into a new situation is always a great way to spur creative thinking. 

In this method, a challenge, or desired state is broken down into general terms, and 
then by looking across other industries, organizations and innovation examples, you 
might come up with principles and tactics that can trigger a more tangible vision or 
serve to inform the actual challenge. 

OBJECTIVE  

The objective of this tool is to give you a new perspective on the challenge you are 
working on, as well as inspiration and energy to face it. An important principle when 
using this technique is that generally the more contextually different the fields you 
look to, the more novel the inspiration you will get. 

STEPS  
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1. “List on a paper the distinct activities, behaviors, and emotions you are looking 

to research. 

2. Write down a setting or situation where you might observe this activity, 

behavior, or emotion.  

3. Check with the team on the sites, organizations and projects that you admire 

and want to observe for inspiration. Collect information about them (or 

possibly organize an observation visit). 

4. Consider older methods, communities and situations that offer important 

lessons. They can help you better understand your challenge. 

5. Pay attention to what it is you are seeking to understand in the chosen site(s), 

but remain open to all kinds of other inspiration, about aspects you did not 

take in consideration in the beginning.” 

TIPS 

• Explore with an open mind, even if you do not immediately understand how to 
apply your experiences. After you regroup, spend time relating what you found 
interesting to the challenge you are tackling. 

• It is recommended to use pens, paper, large paper and camera as resources. 

 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 

List the distinct aspects about 
what you are looking to 

research.

Write down settings or 
situations to observe and visit.

Select visits to better observe 
and inspirer

When visiting, pay attention to 
the focuses points and put 

your mind opened to others 
aspects not considered.
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WORKSHEET 24. INVESTORS DECISION FLOWER  

 

Complexity 

 

Moderate/High 

Required Time 

 

Several days 

Required Material 

 

Pen and paper 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Managing Financial 
Capital 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Prototyping  

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The name comes from the visual flower format that associate innovative, evidence-
based, inclusive, scalable and sustainable, outstanding leadership and outcome 
focused axis. It summarizes the most recurring guidelines that entrepreneurs consider 
when submitting proposals to investors. This tool is not associated to any academic 
studies; it has more to do with tacit knowledge of agents that deal with startup 
investments, especially high-impact businesses funds like the English organization 
called Nesta Impact Investments11 as well as an Internet Repository related to a Europe 
Union project called Silearning12. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this tool is to prepare arguments that will support to persuade 
potential investors.  

STEPS 

This tool is meant to be applied horizontally —not vertically— during a group session. 
The design of the flower makes it very intuitive (see the visual framework in the next 

 
11 https://nestainvestments.org.uk/ 
12 It is a learning repository available for innovators, researchers and policy makers to improve 
their skills in design for Social Innovation. It is supported by an EU project created to support 
the large community which is growing around Social Innovation by creating spaces for them to 
meet and synergize and tools to strengthen their efforts. More on https://www.silearning.eu/ 
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section). The tool considers six axis which impact investors when they assess the 
potential of a social innovation:  

1. Innovative: Impact beyond what exists already, innovating through a product, 
process, business model or financial structure. 

2. Evidence-based: A credible theory of change and commitment through 
continuous impact evaluation. 

3. Inclusive: An accessible, inclusive and affordable approach. 
4. Scalable and sustainable: A model capable of growing enough to reach a 

significant portion of the target marketed and deliver financial returns to the 
investors. 

5. Outstanding leadership: A strong team committed to achieving meaningful 
social impact and accomplishing the results of an ambitious plan. 

6. Outcome focused: A positive effect on at least one of the investor’s target 
outcomes. 
 

TIPS 

● Resources like pen, post-its, whiteboard, etc., are welcome. This is a group 
activity. 

● Support it with other tools, specifically: Brainstorming, Mind Mapping, 
Storytelling. 

● Create collective archives while implementing the tool. 
● Always ask for feedback. 
● Media resources, such as using drawings to tell a story can be useful 

(storytelling of yours partners, beneficiaries, etc.).  
● A crucial part of what we do is measuring and reporting on the impact the 

project is having. We assess the social impact of a venture by trying to 
understand:  
i. we measure the project’s target outcomes to see what effect it is having on 
people;  
ii. the number of people that will be affected (scale);  
iii. the needs in the population the project is reaching and the change they 
experience (depth);  
iv. the risks that impact may not take place, including the strength of evidence 
(using the 'standards of evidence' scale) and using the data to learn and 
improve impact (NESTA, 2017). 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  
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Source: Silearning, 2017. 

REFERENCES 

 

Nesta Impact Investments: What we look for in an investment. Available at 
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WORKSHEET 25. LEAN START-UP METHODOLOGY 

Complexity 

 

Moderate 

Required Time 

 

A couple of hours for the first draft and several 
days to test and validate the hypothesis 

Required Material 

 

Post-it notes 

Pens 

Paper  

Competences to develop Technical competence. Managing financial capital 

Technical competence. Planning social innovation 

Functional competence. Theoretical knowledge 

 

Other innovation processes 
where it can be used 

 

Prototyping  

ABOUT THE TOOL  

The Lean Startup methodology was first proposed in 2008 by Eric Ries, using his 
personal experiences adapting lean management principles to high-tech startup 
companies.  

OBJECTIVE 

This method provides a scientific approach to creating and managing startups and 
getting the desired product to the customers' hands faster. It teaches you how to drive 
a startup —how to steer, when to turn, and when to persevere— and grow a business 
with maximum acceleration. It is a principle approach to new product development. 

STEPS 

A core component of Lean Startup Methodology is the build-measure-learn feedback 
loop. The first step is figuring out the problem that needs to be solved and then, 
developing a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) to begin the process of learning as 
quickly as possible. Once the MVP is established, a startup can work on tuning the 
engine. This will involve measurement and learning and must include actionable 
metrics that can demonstrate cause and effect question. 

While the MVP is often extremely minimalistic, the feedback from the initial group of 
test customers helps entrepreneurs learn what is working, what isn’t, and figure out 
what direction they should take. 
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The general idea is that startup founders should follow the build-measure-learn 
feedback repeatedly, with the goal of turning that MVP into a sustainable business. 
Oftentimes, that feedback leads founders to pivot from one idea, market, or niche to 
another in their quest for a great product. 

Build-measure-learn is a research-intensive process that can be emotionally fraught, as 
creators have to be willing not only to put their creations out into the world before 
they are “ready” but also to receive feedback and implement it. 

The startup will also utilize a research development method called the "Five Whys" —
asking simple questions to study and solve problems along the way. When this process 
of measuring and learning is done correctly, it is easy to identify if a company is in 
control of its the business model or not. If not, it is a sign that it is time to pivot or 
make a structural course correction to test a new fundamental hypothesis about the 
product, strategy and engine of growth. 

TIPS 

Apply the Five Whys: 
1. A new release disabled a feature for customers. Why? Because a particular server 
failed. 

2. Why did the server fail? Because an obscure subsystem was used in the wrong way. 

3. Why was it used in the wrong way? The engineer who used it didn’t know how to 
use it properly. 

4. Why didn’t he know? Because he was never trained. 

5. Why wasn’t he trained? Because his manager doesn’t believe in training new 
engineers because he and his team are “too busy.” 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Students4Change 
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WORKSHEET 26. LOGICAL MODELS 

Complexity 

 

High 

Required Time 

 

Depends of various factors such as familiarity, 
complexity and knowledge of the project or 

initiative 

Several two-hour sessions/at least 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color boards 

Paper 

Pens or markers 

 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Productivity.  

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Generating ideas 

Prototyping 

 
ABOUT THE TOOL 

Logical models are useful for both new and existing programs and initiatives. A logical 
model presents how your effort is supposed to work and why your strategy is a good 
solution to the problem addressed. Like a road map, a logical model shows the steps 
taken to reach a certain goal. An effective model makes an explicit statement of the 
activities that will bring about the social change you expect to see.  

A good logical model logically links activities and effects; it is visually engaging; is 
thought-revoking, triggers questions; and includes forces known to influence the 
desired outcomes. 

OBJECTIVE 

The main goal of this tool is to support an initiative by declaring precisely what one is 
trying to accomplish and how. This helps to keep participants moving in the same 
direction by providing a common language and point of reference. 

STEPS 

1) Collect written material and find the logic to produce your first draft, based on the 
following components: 

● Purpose. What motivates the need for change?  
● Context. What is the climate in which change will take place?  
● Resources. What raw materials will be used to conduct the effort or initiative?  
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● Activities. What will the initiative do with its resources to direct the course of 
change?  

● Outputs. What evidence is there that the activities were performed as planned? 
● Results. What kind of changes came about as a direct or indirect effect of the 

activities? 
2) Determine the appropriate scope of the model for its intended users and uses. Two 
main development strategies are usually combined when constructing a logic model. 

● Forward logic: moving forward from the activities. This approach explores the 
rationale for activities that are proposed or currently ongoing. Typically, If-then 
thinking is used to explore all the possibilities. 

● Reverse logic: moving backward from the effects. This approach begins with the 
end in mind. It starts with a clearly identified value, a change that you and your 
colleagues would definitely like to see occur, and asks a series of But, how? 
questions. 

3) Check whether the model makes sense for the stakeholders (it is logical) and is 
complete (has no loose ends). It will be necessary to go through several drafts before 
producing a version that the stakeholders agree accurately reflects their story. 

4) Dramatize the story you have invented. Simulation is one of the most practical ways 
to find out if a seemingly sensible plan will actually play out as you hope.  

TIPS 

● Your intervention, and thus your model, should be guided by a clear analysis of 
risk and protective factors. 

● You can use any visual format (e.g. linear model, circular model, etc.) that 
communicate more effectively with your stakeholders. 

● When exploring the results of an intervention, remember that there can be 
long delays between actions and their effects.  

● Consider all categories of effects. Typically, planners use three of them, but you 
may choose to have more or fewer depending on your situation: 

● Short-term or immediate effects.  
● Mid-term or intermediate effects.  
● Longer-term or ultimate effects.  

● Choose the right level of details. Should the information become overly 
complex, it is possible to create a family of related models, each capturing a 
different level of detail. 

● Take time to simulate (step 4). Simulation is not the same as testing a model 
with stakeholders to see if it makes logical sense (step 3).  

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  
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REFERENCES 

University of Kansas. Tools to change our world. Available at: 
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/overview/models-for-community-health-and-
development/logic-model-development/main Last accessed January 15th, 2018. 
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WORKSHEET 27. MENTAL MAP 

Complexity 

 

Low 

Required Time 

 

15-30 Minutes 

Required Material 

 

Pens 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Teamwork 

Behavioral competence. Responsibility 

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Sustainability 

Transference 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Mind mapping is a way of mapping your ideas and visually take self-notes. All mind 
maps use pretty much the same structure: the main idea at the center with words, 
lines, symbols coming out of it in order to make an organized diagram that matches 
the way your brain functions. With a mind map, you can organize your thoughts/ideas 
and unlock parts of your creativity.  

OBJECTIVE 

Mind maps are great in learning activities, you can use them to study some subject, 
you can also use them as a planner, where you can set goals or organize lists. In a 
group activity they are useful in interactive presentations, for brainstorming and to 
solve problems.  

STEPS 

You can make a mind map with your own hands or you can use websites that do all the 
work. Additionally, the structure is always similar; you start with a main idea at the 
center, because that gives your brain freedom to express more naturally. After that, 
you can use the rest of the page to connect lines to the center; those lines are other 
secondary ideas that complete your thoughts. You can make a mind map about 
anything: ideas, goals, subjects that you think are interesting, etc.   

TIPS 

● Use colors. A colorful mind map has more energy and increases creativity. 
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● Keep it simple. Using only one key word per line gives the mind map some 
flexibility. 

● Use many images. That increases the use of imagination and helps to 
concentrate. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 
 

Source: Focus, the creativity and productivity blog.  

 

REFERENCES 

Focus, the creativity and productivity blog. Retrieved 
athttps://www.mindmeister.com/blog/why-mind-mapping/Last access in February 
2018. 
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Potential. USA: Life Hacker, 2013. Color. Available at: <https://lifehacker.com/how-to-
use-mind-maps-to-unleash-your-brains-creativity-1348869811>. Last access in 
February 2018. 
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WORKSHEET 28. PATRI FRAMEWORK 

Complexity 

 
Moderate/High 

Required Time 

 

Several sessions 

Required Material 

 

Post-it 

Boards 

Markers 

Computer 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Managing financial 
capital.  

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 
Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Scaling essentially means a form of growth. However, there is an important distinction 
between scaling and growing. While growing means to add resources at a rate similar 
to the one on impact or profit, scaling refers to adding impact at an exponential rate, 
(Ashoka, p. 163) while adding resources at an incremental rate exclusively. 

In a sector where the resources are scarce, and a large number of people are affected 
by social problems, rarely it is practical to increase the resources at the same rate as 
the impact rate. 

Typically, growth is the first stage in the path to scaling. Once you have developed and 
tried a solution, the next phase is to increase their rate a directly and controlled 
manner to understand the process and the transferability of the solution. 

OBJETIVE 

This tool seeks to offer techniques and recommendations, so you can scale instead of 
just grow your social innovation. 

This tool helps scale an existing impact solution and the organizational corresponding 
structures, therefore it has a series of prerequisites: 

1. The problem or need is well understood and classified as local, the results 
are compared with those in the current and demographic context of the 
beneficiaries. 
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2. You have a corresponding and significant vision with the result’s goals 
based in these reference points. 

3. The solution being scaled has a proven impact (backed with data) and a 
proven capacity to reach these objectives. 

4. Its impact has increased to a certain point and comprehends something of 
what is needed to replicate its solution. 

STEPS 

On its highest level, the framework consists in a set of five key questions which will 
help escalate successfully. 

• Is the objective valid and is it well defined? (Purpose) 

• Is the design applicable on scale? (Applicability) 

• Is the model systematized and transferable? (Transferability) 

• Is the organization ready to escalate? (Readiness) 

• Is the implementation plan robust? (Implementation) 

These questions are the central components which give name to the PATRI Framework 

1. The first step consist in carrying out a comprehensive scaling plan for internal use 
which summarizes and checks every key decision, strategy or requisites. 

2. The next step consists on keeping the interested parties involved in the project to 
improve the plan. 

TIPS 

We suggest considering scaling only when it has reached a stable operational size and 
there is an in-depth understanding of how it functions and what isn’t functioning in 
terms of impact. 

Plan for scaling. Changing level is a fundamental change in the capacity to make a 
difference, its importance should not be underestimated since it should set the right 
basis from the start if you wish to generate a great scale impact.  
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
Source: Rizwan, Tayabali, PATRI Framework for Scaling Social Innovation, Ashoka 

REFERENCES 

Rizwan, Tayabali, PATRI Framework for Scaling Social Innovation, Ashoka. 
http://www.socialeffect.org/2014/06/a-new-framework-for-scaling-social.html 
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WORKSHEET 29. PEOPLE AND CONNECTIONS MAP 

Complexity 

 
Medium 

Required Time 

 

60 minutes 

Required Material 

 

Post-its 

Paper 

Cards 

Masking tape 

Markers 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Recognizing 
opportunities 

Technical competence. Social impact 

Involving the community. Building connections 
and decision-making 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying problems and solutions 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The People and Connections Map is a visualizing tool used to identify the interested 
parties you want involved in the project, and how you are going to make this happen. 
Using this tool will allow to have a general overview of every kind of organization and 
individual impacting by —or receiving the impact of— the project or initiative, and 
how the both are connected. Therefore, it is a tool to map acting individuals, 
communities, financing entities or individuals, networks, etc. All of them may 
represent an innovating resource and connect to the group’s objective or to the 
innovation. 

This tool, developed by Nesta, inspired other two tools with the same characteristics: 

Stakeholder Spidergram 

Stakeholder Mapping Tool, from Namahn and Yellow Window. 

OBJETIVE 
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The objective of this tool is to help identify the interested parties which can support 
the initiative or project being developed. 

It is useful because it allows you to identify quickly different interested parties within 
the community where the social innovation project is being developed, at the same 
time it can identify which are the existing resources which might be useful for the 
initiative. 

STEPS 

To be able to take full advantage of this tool we recommend developing the following 
steps: 

• Write down the target audience in the center of a sheet of paper. It must 
include people who are benefitting from the project or initiative, users and 
clients who will benefit by it. 

• Work from the center towards the exterior layers, identifying other individuals 
or organizations connected to what the project does. We advise that 
simultaneously you try to identify which of them are closer or farther away 
from the target audience. Those individuals or groups who are closer to the 
center are identified as more influential. 

• Before concluding the Persons and Groups Map, we suggest you review it and 
debate with the team trying to identify which connections are key and which 
require more attention. 

TIPS 

Carry out this exercise in a co-creative session with the group. We also recommend 
drawing this tool in a big flip-chart and work with post-its to have more flexibility for 
completing the exercise. 

As it has been stated earlier, it is important to review the tool before reviewing it and 
being shared with the members of the team and other entrepreneurs which might be 
developing a similar initiative.  

This process of exchanging opinions will enrich this exercise about analyzing and 
visualizing connections with interested parties. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 

Source. Nesta, DYI Toolkit, 2013 

Download Worksheet. 

REFERENCES 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

Social Innovation Community. Learning Portal. http://www.silearning.eu/tools-

archive/people-and-connections-map/ 
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WORKSHEET 30.  PITCH 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

2-4 hours 

Required Material 

 

Pen 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Communication 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Prototyping 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The Pitch, also known as Elevator Pitch, is a two- or three-minutes presentation, as if 
the investor was taking the elevator and only had the time of the elevator trip to listen 
to you. There are different histories about this tool’s origin. The most interesting 
involves Michael Caruso, editor of Vanity Fair magazine and Ilene Rosenzweig. By 
1990, Caruso had difficulty discussing agenda ideas with his boss considering his 
agitated schedule. Caruso’s girlfriend would ask him every night what the elevator 
speeches of that day had been like. So, the term was born. A pitch in a real elevator 
was also the climax to the 1988 film Working Girl and this may have influenced the 
concept. 

Anyway, the name reflects the idea that it should be possible to deliver the summary 
in the time span of an elevator ride, or approximately between 30 seconds to 3 
minutes.  

OBJECTIVE 

It is a short presentation that aims at catching a stakeholder’s attention in a clearly and 
concisely way. The objective is to “sell” one’s idea in a very short time. 

STEPS  

There are no predetermined recipes for a good Pitch since it can vary greatly from the 
type of project you are involved in. However, here we present the step by step 
developed by Heller (2016) to help you in this process. 

STEP 1: Begin building the speech by describing the audience you want to reach. Who 
are these people? 
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STEP 2: Talk about the needs of the people who will be served by the service you are 
creating or reformulating. 

STEP 3: Define a prelimary name for the service, this will help synthesize the concept. 
If the service already has a name, just use it. 

STEP 4: Use a metaphor or service category to exemplify the concept of service, this 
can be very useful when the idea is innovative and does not yet have a widespread and 
easy to understand model. 

STEP 5: Define who your idea’s main competitor —or the main competitors if you have 
more than — on who you must concentrate. This is important to show that you 
already know the challenges you will face. 

STEP 6: Explore your main differentials to compete in this market, your value 
proposition. It is important that your competitive advantage becomes clear to the 
investors, so they perceive the opportunity as attractive and profitable. 

TIPS 

● Before any contact find out on what type of businesses the investor invests. 
Professional investors tend to make capital in specific areas. 

● Sales Pitch is a presentation of an investment opportunity (not a description), 
get to the point. 

● The Pitch often presents a great challenge, so focus on what is essential to your 
business (why, who, what, how much, where, when and how), this which will 
catch the attention of the investor. Do not worry about the details and think 
how to give a basic information about the essence of your business. 

● Pitches and storytelling techniques, when they go together, they greatly 
enhance communication and complicity with the public, in the context of 
presenting ideas for seeking partners. So, the Storytelling methodology tool is 
welcomed here in order to give a great plot since a good story stirs up 
emotions, just like a good movie. A good story is usually interactive, it usually 
has a moment of inflection, or climax. It is interesting to include a character 
who functions as an accomplice. A good story commonly has a conflict that is 
identified and resolved in the narrative (MELLO, 2016). 

● Practice in front of a mirror, record your speech, ask friends and family to listen 
to your pitch and give you feedback. 

● Use technologies as support, but do not depend entirely on them (especially do 
not depend on an Internet connection) as they may not work at that time. 

● Think well about the clothes you will use when doing your pitch, it is necessary 
to have consistency with your project and with your audience on this topic. 

● Usually, after the pitch comes the time for questions. At this time: 

 1. Always listen carefully, take notes so you don’t forget;  
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2.  Communicate in a structured manner to achieve specific goals;  

3. Maintain focus when asking or answering questions; 

 4. Paraphrase and summarize to check you understood what was said. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Students4Change. 
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WORKSHEET 31. PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES TREE 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

Three sessions. We recommend two-hour 
sessions 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color cards 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

Adhesive or masking tape 

 

Competences to develop Functional Competence. Critical Thinking  

Functional Competence. Identifying problems 
and solutions  

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

The Tree of Problems is a visual diagram associating a chain of causes and effects; it 
presents the opportunity for a prioritized analysis of the problem; it seeks to 
understand its casual relationships. It establishes more relevant correlations for 
analyzing reality in a simpler manner, promoting and guiding planned action. This 
method integrates the ZOPP participative approach (Zielorientierte Projektplanung, o 
GOPP - Goal Oriented Project Planning). It was originally conceived by GTZ, the 
German Technical Cooperation Agency. 

 

This perspective “provides a systematic frame for identifying, planning and managing 
new projects developed within a workshop together with the interested parties. The 
product is a planned matrix, the logical design framework, which summarizes and 
structures the main elements of a project and highlights the logical connections 
between the presented proposals, the planned activities and the expected results” 
(ZOPP, 2015 apud BROSE, 2010, free translation). 
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OBJETIVE 

When trying to identify and explore a problem to improve its situation, this tool allows 
outlining a problem and supporting the process of dipping into the real problems. It is 
useful because it offers an excellent way to immerse oneself in a problem by applying 
the theory of change and to solve it with the support of the interested parties. 

 

STEPS 

 

This method was given its name to promote the creation of a tree; its most evident 
parts —trunk, leaves, roots— are the pieces being represented. 

It is interesting that the brainstorming design technic is also used. It promotes that 
every member of the group talks / writes freely what comes to their minds about the 
contents of the Tree of Problems. It is important that the members don’t judge the 
ideas. Later, the ideas which were not understood by the group can be explained, 
grouped, edited and even prioritized (MELLO, 2016). 

1. The trunk: Represents the main problem 

Identifying the tree’s trunk is paramount in this method. While working on the trunk 
those involved must write down the problem they want to tackle. Beginning with the 
situation established, the group identifies a central issue, for example, in their school, 
place of work or in their community. 

 

At first, the group must try to focus its analysis at the center of the situation. At that 
time, we should attempt to write down the issue from a negative or undesirable 
perspective. For example, the lack of a proper organic waste management system in 
the city. We should avoid formulating a possible solution to the problem while working 
on the trunk (i.e., not enough publicity of the government’s actions), because a 
problem is not its lack of solution. Also, it is not ideal to work with broad problems 
(such as corruption), it is necessary to work once the group members perceive the 
generic problem (MELLO, 2016). 

 

Therefore, let’s approach a specific problem through this method. The problem must 
be validated through secondary data (gathered from research and surveys) and/or 
primary data (information gathered by the group to corroborate the issues). 

 

2. The leaves represent the effects or consequences 
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After identifying the problem and placing it on the trunk part of the tree, we begin to 
work on the tree leaves, where we deal with the issue’s unwanted consequences. 

3. The roots represent the cause of the problems 

In the roots the group must explore what causes the problem in the trunk, this is 
possible while the activity is taking place; it is common for the group to review the 
effects  and reassigns certain issues from causes to effects. 

Ideally, the roots must be designed hierarchically, identifying the primary (the ones 
closer to the surface), secondary and tertiary reasons, etc. To create this hierarchy, we 
must look at the root/cause level and ask ourselves why this happens. This process 
organizes the factors generating the central issue in so far as to depth and complexity. 

The diagnostic for the central problem —the trunk—, as well as its causes and effects 
must be validated and reviewed in the group, to try the logic included within the Tree 
of Problems. 

4. Inverting the tree 

After generating the hierarchy of trunk, leaves and roots, the group can invert the tree 
to work the negative problem within the trunk through a positive formulation, which is 
the general objective of the action plan, the business plan, etc. 

Therefore, the roots/causes can be transformed so the group manages the general 
objective, scaling specific points into action plans. For example, the leaves/effects 
would become the results achieved in the long run. During this process, it is important 
to avoid a design of the tree causes/roots which are not subject to change. Also, we 
must verify the coherence and consistency between the planned means and ends. At 
the same time, we must define the reach of the work in the technical transformation 
process for the action plan (MELLO, 2016). 

 

TIPS 

The tool must be developed mainly through participation, and in order to enrich the 
process extra work must be put into, ideally forming heterogenous and 
multidisciplinary groups. 

Those perspectives focusing on the problem, as we’ve seen, are techniques helping us 
prepare intervention proposals. But it is worth remembering that a problem can also 
be seen as an opportunity to explore a sector. But opportunities don’t always come 
from problems. For example, innovation can occur in a sector and can be seen as an 
opportunity by another sector. 

We must not underestimate the search for the complexity of the roots / causes. The 
more the hierarchy is defined the better. To do this, we must ask ourselves why, at the 
level before the root / cause. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

 

Source: Students4Change. 
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WORKSHEET 32. PROJECT EVALUATION 

 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

Several days 

Required Material 

 

Pen 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Autonomy 

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Transference 

 

ABOUT THIS TOOL 

The tool is indicated for creating and operating a working group to monitor and 
evaluate actions agreed upon with a larger group that is committed to some program 
of social innovation and social entrepreneurship in a community. It can be applied in 
combination with others, such as 5H2W action plan, SWOT analyses, 70-20-10 
Methodology Approach etc., as well as with the support of “to do” TICs apps, like 
Slake. It can be adjusted to the context of the program of social innovation and social 
entrepreneurship in a community and can be combined with other tools. 

OBJECTIVE 

To identify and form an evaluation team to follow up on the tasks and activities 
established guaranteeing that the objectives are met or that the proper measures are 
taken to avoid departures from the original plan when implementing the project or 
initiative. 

STEPS 

Step 1. Choose the evaluation team 

The environment for choosing and working required to facilitate an open dialogue and 
a culture of adaptability within the group; it is also important to seek a balance 
between tasks and responsibilities among those involved. The group should: 

- Be committed to the program;  
- Have the skills and experience needed to conduct a proper evaluation;  
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- Include an external source, a consulting person/institution, university 
personnel, and different representatives’ internal source program. 

Step 2. Define the evaluation team questions 

The team should develop evaluation questions related to measurement, intervention, 
as well as project improvement, mainstreaming, and eventual redesign during the 
process. 

Step 3. Identify questions for supervision 

To be evaluated, a supervision survey must be answered, it must inform which data 
will be collected through this process. The questions must be more specific than the 
evaluation questions and must collect both quantitative and qualitative information. 
Step 4. Identify indicators and data sources 

Identify the data you need for your answer (indicators) and where to get it (data 
sources). It will be useful to look for the most appropriate method to collect the data. 

Step 5. Identify who is responsible for data collection and timelines 

It is important to choose the person or subgroup that will be involved in collecting 
data, as well as how often and for how long it will be collected. 

Step 6. Identify who will evaluate the data, how and when it will be reported  

A person or team should be involved in evaluating the data, and how it will be 
reported —and how often— has to be part of their tasks. 

Step 7. Review the big program plan 

It is important that the process of monitoring and evaluation is done within the 
orientation of the CDP, of constant improvement. 

TIPS 

● Seek a plurality of representatives for the process established in the 
community, from State and business associations, etc. Identify people who can 
join an Advisory Board Program so that they act as sponsors for the project and 
make contacts when necessary. External views bring important perspectives to 
the group’s action plan, and they can help identify and mediate internal 
conflicts. 

● Talk with the group about immediate expectation about the big team program. 
Look for clear and simple goals and support those initiatives which consider the 
action plan. Encourage the culture of humility and open dialogue among the 
members. The process implies commitment, communication, transparency, 
and advocacy. 

● Identify timelines and stages in order to support the decisions about what data 
to collect and monitor. 
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● Seek transparency during the processes and use the economic and financial 
resources associated with the project. 

● Incentivize the group to use 70% of their time together to implement what is 
expected from their team functions; 20% to discuss how to do better what is 
expected of them; and 10% to think and discuss about how to improve the 
project (70-20-10 Approach). 

● Present at each monitoring group meeting a Mind Map about the ecosystem 
that the group interacts with, to give remind everyone of the resource 
interactions and elaborate ideas collectively.  

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Adapted from Davidson & Wehipeihana (2010) 
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WORKSHEET 33. PROJECT MANAGEMENT. PMI METHOD 
 

 

Complexity 

 
High 

Required Time 

 
All through-out the project, continuously 

Required Material 

 

The project’s managing plan and the necessary 
documents for each one of the processes. 

PMBok  

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Autonomy 

Behavioral competence. Responsibility 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Project management is a planning, organization, motivation and resource control 
discipline, and with it you can achieve the objectives set out for a project. 

According to the Project Management Institute (PMI)13 a project to create a product, 
service or unique result (PMBOK, V Ed., Chapter 1, p. 2). 

Two main characteristics stand out about this definition which should be met by any 
group activity, so it can be defined as a project: 

• Temporary effort, that is its duration is limited in time, but that doesn’t mean it 
should be brief. 

• The project’s result is unique. The presence of repetitive elements doesn’t 
change the fundamental condition of unicity of the work in the project. 

 

These two characteristics allow to differentiate a project from a process or operation, 

 
13 In 1969, PMI was formed in the United States. PMI published a book called A Guide to the Project 
Management Body of Knowledge" (PMBOK Guide), describing the most common practices for “the 
majority of projects, most of the time”. PMI also offers diverse certifications. 
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which are continuous or repetitive. 

The use of knowledge, processes, abilities, tools and techniques applied that might 
have an impact on a project’s success is called Project Management and is successful 
when carried out through the proper use and integration of the 47 processes logically 
grouped in the Management Project, categorized in the following five group processes: 

• Beginning 
• Planning 
• Execution 
• Monitoring and control 
• Closure 

 

To manage projects generally requires: 

• Identify requirements 

• Consider the different concerns and expectations of the interested parties. 

• Establish and maintain active and effective communication. 
• Manage persons interested in meeting the project’s requisites 
• Balance the project’s restrictions, which include: reach, quality, timetable, 

budget, resources and risks. 
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Managing projects require that the social innovator balances a series of ethical, 
interpersonal and conceptual skills.  

The 47 processes of project management identified in the PMBOK Guide® are grouped 
in 10 differentiated areas of knowledge. Each area of knowledge represents a 
complete set of concepts, terms and activities comprising a professional sector, a 
project directing sector or an area of specialization. These 10 areas of knowledge are: 

• Managing Project’s Integration. 
• Managing Project’s Reach.  
• Managing Project’s Time.  
• Managing Project’s Costs.  
• Managing Project’s Quality.  
• Managing Project’s Human Resources.  
• Managing Project’s Communications.  
• Managing Project’s Risks.  
• Managing Project’s Acquisitions.  
• Managing Interested Parties. 

 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of managing projects is to identify the necessary requirements to meet 
the expectations from the interested parties, establishing clear and realistic objectives 
and obtaining a blanace between quality, reach, time and costs so the initiative or 
project can be successful. 
 

STEPS 

Project management is a complex thing. This worksheet will not develop in depth each 
and every one of the 47 processes that can be developed when dealing with a project. 
This worksheet seeks to introduce what one must keep in mind, and if it is the case to 
ask for advice or directly contact the PMI website, also see the references on project 
management at the bottom of the worksheet.  

As an introductory guide to project management, the steps to take are: 

Step 1. General Description of Project Integration. 

It includes the necessary processes and activities to identify, define, combine, unify 
and coordinate the different processes and activities pertaining to directing a project 
in Project Management Group Processes. Managing Project Integration implies taking 
decisions about resource allocation, balancing objectives and alternatives, and 
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managing interdependence between the fields of knowledge in project management. 

Step 2. Define and elaborate documents within the framework of the Starting 
Process Group. The objective of these processes is to line up within this group the 
expectation the interested parties have in the initiative or project. The processes in 
this group help to visualize the project: What is needed to be done? Within this group 
we find the processes of Developing of the Project’s Constitutive Act (identifying the 
needs, proposing solutions, reports from experts, agreements, etc.) and the 
Preliminary Development Plan for the project’s reach (gathering the main objectives of 
the project in one first version). 

The steps for developing this set of processes are: 

• Identify the existing information on culture and systems. 
• Gathering and analyzing information. 
• Dividing the project in phases. 
• Identifying interest groups. 
• Determining the needs. 
• Determining the objectives. 
• Identifying limitations. 
• Developing the document of the project’s initial framework. 
• Defining the preliminary reach. 

 

Step 3. Define and prepare the documents classified as Planning Processes Group. 
Consider the processes looking to define, prepare and coordinate the secondary plans 
and integrate them in one unique plan. It must be turned into the main document to 
structure the project or initiative and should be reviewed continuously as an analysis 
planning tool, to use as a guide at every moment or to follow up and evaluate the 
actions and know how to finish or escalate the project. Twenty processes conform it: 
reach planning, defining reach, creating project structure, defining activity, defining 
activity sequence, resource estimation, activity duration estimation, chronogram 
development, cost estimation, budget estimation, quality plan, plan for managing 
people, communication plan, risk management plan, risk identification, risk quality 
analysis, quantitative risk analysis, risk response plan, purchase and acquisition plan, 
procedure plan. 

The steps to develop this group processes consider:  

• Create project reach. 
• Define the team. 
• Create the dictionary and breakdown the project. 
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• Create list of activities. 
• Create a network diagram. 
• Estimate resource needs. 
• Estimate project’s timeline and cost. 
• Develop activities duration and timeline.  
• Develop the budget. 
• Determine the project’s quality standards, processes and metrics. 
• Determine roles and responsibilities. 
• Determine the requisites for project communication. 
• Identify qualitative and quantitative risks. 
• Determine what to buy. 
• Establish the procedures. 
• Finalize execution and control. 
• Create an improvement plan. 
• Finalize managing plan. 
• Get approval. 
• Organize meetings and presentations and close the project. 

 

Step 4. Define and elaborate the documents for the Execution Processes Group. 
Consider the necessary processes to carry out what the managing plan indicates. This 
means coordinating people and resources and integrating them into the project 
according to the plan. The processes classified in this group are necessary to be able to 
have a proper answer to the project’s needs; to execute the actions established in the 
execution plan will prepare the necessary elements to evaluate and follow up. 
Specifically, there are six of these processes, they are: guaranteeing the quality of the 
project, hiring the project’s team, developing the project’s team, planning 
communication managing, selecting providers. The steps are: 

• Hiring a team. 
• Executing the plans. 
• Completing the project’s reach. 
• Recommending changes and developing corrective activities. 
• Sending and receiving information. 
• Implementing approved changes. 
• Applying the principal of continuing improvement. 
• Develop the follow-up processes. 
• Create a team. 
• Offer recognition and reward. 
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• Maintaining meeting for informing on the project’s or initiative’s progress. 
• Responding to the supplier’s requests. 
• Selecting suppliers. 

 

Step 5. Defining and elaborating documents classified as Follow-up and Evaluation 
Processes Group.  The objective of the processes in this set is to measure the progress 
in achieving objectives and identifying possible deviations from them. Developing the 
processes in this set will allow to take corrective measures to comply with the 
objectives and requirements of the interested parties. Within this set there are 10 
processes which are: reach verification, reach control, time control, cost control, 
quality control, managing team project control, performance reports, managing 
interested parties, controlling and monitoring risk, managing control. 

The steps to complete these projects are: 

• Measuring baselines. 
• Measuring according to managing plan. 
• Determining plan variations. 
• Reach verification. 
• Managing configuration. 
• Change recommendation. 
• Integrating changes control. 
• Approving the changes. 
• Auditing risks. 
• Managing reserves. 
• Conflict resolution. 
• Measuring team performance. 
• Informing on the project’s performance. 
• Taking precautions. 
• Managing contracts. 

 

Step 6. Define and elaborate documents classified in the Project’s Closer Group.  

In this group you can find the processes needed to define how the project must be 
transformed, transferred or shut down. Every activity included in the managing plan 
have concluded and you must think whether to continue or to reformulate, 
understanding this last one as a step forward or transferring it to the community. We 
find only one finishing process and which considers the following steps: 

• Closing down procedures. 
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• Terminating contracts. 
• Confirming the work meets the requirements. 
• Get final approval for the project. 
• Get final approval for the product or service. 
• Archiving documents. 
• Developing a knowledge base: lessons learned and good practices. 
• Delivering a product or service. 
• Freeing resources. 

 

TIPS 

The connection between these factors is very important. You have to consider that if 
any one of them changes it is probable that at least one of them suffers the 
consequences. For example, if you shorten the timetable, often times the budgets 
needs to be increased. If it is not possible to increase the budget, you could reduce the 
reach or quality goals to make the project meet the interested parties’ requirements. 
The innovator and his/her team need to be able to evaluate the situation, balance the 
demands and keep a proactive communication with the interested groups to tend to 
the expectative and guide the initiative successfully. 

Due to the potential changes, the development of the plan for directing the project is 
an iterative activity and is progressive throughout the life cycle of the project. 
Progressive work means better and more detailed continuous planning, as you obtain 
more detailed and specific information, and with more precise calculations. 
Progressive work allows the innovator and the team to manage the initiative or project 
with a higher degree of detail as the work progresses. 

This methodology is very complete and as you can appreciate several of the 
worksheets in this toolbox can be developed. From identifying the needs up to the 
follow-up and evaluation plan, going through the definition of success or identifying 
the interested parties; the advice is to read it and understand it and identify what 
resources in this document can be used at each time. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK  

 
 

Source: PMBok, V Edition, p. 60, 2013 
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Download (It is recommended you download the table and always have it with you 
as a guide) 
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WORKSHEET 34. SECONDARY SOURCES RESEARCH  

Complexity 

 
High 

Required Time 

 

3-8 hours 

Required Material 

 

Internet 

Documentation and books  

Pen 

Paper 

Competences to develop Functional Competence. Theoretical Knowledge  

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Secondary research sources refer to any document containing information which is 
organized, thorough, the product of analysis, extraction or reorganization coming from 
primary original documentary sources, that is, original texts. 

It is important to search for these sources of information to establish a State of the Art 
about the issue we’d like to approach. Knowing its history be it from academic 
journals, in the written press or in reports written by organizations with expertise on 
the topic at hand; or within the community who will be introduced to the project and 
will allow us to better understand the problem and define which aspects should be 
emphasized. 

After consulting primary sources in the previous phases (individual interviews, sessions 
with the focus group, defining the challenges with the interested party), it is important 
to gain depth about the topics which will allow us to make the right questions. 

OBJETIVE 

Using secondary research sources will help you gain depth in the issues at hand in a 
rapid manner, so you will be able to ask the right questions when time is to define the 
challenge. 

STEPS 

1. Identify news of interest that have appeared in the press during an established 
period of time. 

2. Try to find recent innovations that have appeared in your region or community. 
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3. Identify and analyze other solutions to similar challenges which have been 
produced in the region or community where the project is being developed. It 
is important to know if these practices have been successful and what lessons 
have been learned from them. 

4. Use the data and the statistical information which these sources might offer to 
better understand the context in which the challenge is framed. 
 

ADVICE 

• Talk to someone familiar with the problem you’re researching to identify the 
proper secondary sources. 

• Other forms to approach the problem is identifying the previous attempts to 
research the challenge. 

• It is not about making an in-depth research; the goal is to get fast data to 
support the knowledge about the challenge.  
 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
 

Source. Students4Change  

 

DOWNLOAD TEMPLATE 

 

REFERENCES 
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Social Innovation Communities. Repository Learning.  

 

IDEO. Design Kit. http://www.designkit.org/methods/36 
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WORKSHEET 35. SOCIAL CANVAS BUSINESS PLAN 

Complexity 

 

Moderate/high 

Required Time 

 

Several sessions. Between 4 and 6 hours 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color cards 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

Competences to develop Technical competence. Planning social innovation 

Functional competence. Recognizing 
entrepreneurial opportunities 

Functional competence. Theoretical knowledge 

Technical competence. Leadership 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Prototyping 

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

This model was conceived by the entrepreneur Alexander Osterwalder in 2011, based 
on his studies of specialization in political science on business. The author has done a 
benchmarking study of developing Business Plans.  

It is easily understood and shared; it does not need an interlocutor to explain and 
guide the reading of the Canvas; it has a low cost of conception and can be perfectly 
worked out involving different actors in the process. Ideally, it is elaborated by 
multidisciplinary groups in order to enrich the process and the final product. 

OBJECTIVE 

The Canvas can be developed and adjusted as the (social) enterprise and initiatives 
develops. Although it is a less formal document compared to the Business Plan, it can 
be used more frequently in a day-to-day business dynamic.  

STEPS 

The blocks dealing with subjective aspects associated with people are to the right of 
the upper field. This is considered the front stage of the initiative and it is comprised of 
four blocks: Client Segment, Relationship, Distribution Channel and Value Proposition. 
In this space, the user/beneficiary guides the other blocks of the Canvas.  
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The blocks also deal with objective aspects, associated to the remaining five blocks: 
Key Activities, Key Resources, Key Partners, and Costs and Revenues. These blocks are 
less observable to the external agents of the business. Therefore, unlike the previous 
one, it is designed as a backstage. 

All these blocks, subjective and objective ones, answer questions like: Who? What?, 
and How?; as well as guide the offer of a service/product/action to a user/ beneficiary; 
from a predefined infrastructure, where finances will give the vision of the flow 
needed for financial sustainability. 

The dynamic of the process is very intuitive: developers begin filling in the Value 
Proposition and Users / Beneficiaries fields at the same time. Each formulation must 
be written in a single card, and its color has an important orientation to be followed so 
that we can get an easier and more orchestrated visualization in the Canvas blocks. 
The color chosen to represent a client / beneficiary should be the same color that 
relates to such client / beneficiary in the other fields of subjectivity of the client / 
beneficiary. It is very possible that more than one customer / beneficiary is identified, 
so each one must be written on a differentiated color card. It will be this color that will 
dictate the other blocks. 

TIPS  

● The processes of problem-solving, immersion, ideation, prototyping, and 
testing related to other methodologies must be developed in order to 
guarantee a Canvas with the desired characteristics for Social 
Business/Initiatives Plans, namely: consistent; relevant; coherent; updated; 
trustworthy; goal-oriented, etc. 

● Do not underestimate the correct use of colors on the canvas. The colors help 
to understand the strategic proposal for each segment of customers and / or 
beneficiary. 

● Canvas filling is encouraged to assist in formulating a Value Proposition from an 
identified opportunity or observed problem. Thus, Canvas can be constructed 
considering both the creation of a product via the Design Thinking method and 
the Problem Tree, among others. 

● The Canvas can be printed on a large surface of paper, slides, glass screen, etc., 
and it is also interesting that it is filled with colored papers and with non-
definitive paste, so that it is possible to change, transpose, insert and delete it 
in the drawing process. We recommend using brainstorming, a design thinking 
approach, with this tool, it is interesting to use self-adhesive colored papers like 
(post-its) for insertion of ideas.  

● It is ideal that everyone is committed to the results of the methodology, and 
that they are aware that the processes relate to the agreed purpose. Process 
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leaders should be well acquainted with design thinking techniques, be willing to 
listen to everyone, and show interest to all ideas.  

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
Standard canvas template for businesses. Source: OSTERWALDER, 2011. 
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WORKSHEET 36. STAKEHOLDERS MAP 
 

Complexity 

 
Medium 

Required Time 

 
3 hours 

Required Material 

 

Post-its 

Pens 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Commitment 

Technical competence. Social impact 

Involving the Community. Building relationships. 

Decision-making 

 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying problems and solutions 

Ideation 

Prototyping 

Sustainability 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

This tool allows you to visualize all the interested parties involved in the social 
innovation process. This can include individuals, organizations, communities, 
companies, institutions, networks and every actor contributing or being impacted by 
your social innovation. It encourages innovators to decide and understand which role 
those interested in the project may play, their level of active participation and the 
strategic importance in the process. This map is an evolutive tool following the growth 
of one solution and must be updated through-out the interested parties’ journey. This 
helps prioritize what to confront, while allowing a global vision of other possible group 
interactions. 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to help discover ways to influence other interested parties 
while encouraging those social innovators to create a clear vision and a visual image of 
the actors’ general system. It is extremely useful to understand who the interested 
parties are involved in the project and how are they involved, which connections are 
crucial and why, and which ones can be reinforced. It helps the innovators analyze the 
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different roles and levels of participation, inciting a perspective for defining the 
features of a solution. This tool also can be used generatively when discovering a 
fruitful connection. 

STEPS 

On the one hand, using this tool demands a process of reflection relating to every 
actor interacting with the project during its life. An easy way to identify those actors is 
answering the following questions: Who is interested in the project or initiative? 
Whom does the initiative or project have an impact on? Who influences the project or 
initiative? On the other hand, in forces us to list those interested parties who are 
affected by the project or initiative and place them in a map according to their role. 

To carry out a Map of interested parties, we propose the following steps: 

• Through individual or group reflection (you can use the brainstorming 
technique) identify the actors answering these questions: Who is involved in 
the challenge? Who is part of what is causing the challenge? Who is providing a 
solution? Who could be part of the solution?  

• Divide the actors in two groups: Group A are those actors directly and actively 
involved in the project. Their level of influence is so high that without them the 
project could be at risk. Group B are those actors who are impacted on 
positively (they obtain a benefit) or negatively (harmed) by our project or 
initiative. 

• Consider the level of interaction with the project or initiative being developed. 
Classify in the diagram using the following scale: Less involved/partially 
involved/more involved. If the challenge, we are facing is part of the daily 
activities of the actors then the level of interaction is high. If, on the contrary, 
their participation is occasional their level of interaction is low. 

• Analyze the connections you wish to have with each of the interested parties 
and show them in a map. 

ADVICE 

It is important to keep in mind that this step should be faced as an open process, the 
changing nature of the environment will make influencing agents on that field (which 
the organization must contemplate) appear or disappear and the interested parties 
should be part of that. Therefore, it will be necessary to carry out dynamic analysis 
from this listing (at least once a year) to guarantee the organization has an updated 
perspective on what the interested parties would like to include in the model. 
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VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
Source. Learning Repository SIC Project, 2017. 

 

Download 

REFERENCES 

DiY Toolkit. Nesta. http://es.diytoolkit.org/media/DIY_Spanish.pdf 

Social Innovation Community. Learning Portal. http://www.silearning.eu/tools-
archive/people-and-connections-map 
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WORKSHEET 37. STORYTELLING 

 

Complexity 

 

Medium 

Required Time 

 

60 minutes 

Required Material 

 

Pen 

Paper 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Communication 

 Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Prototyping 

Scaling 

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Storytelling is the ability to tell stories in a relevant way, with audiovisual resources 
used along with words. That is, a story that can hold the attention of the audience, 
wherever he/she is, and that, preferably, has an impact on him/her, stays in his/her 
memory. 
It is a method that promotes your business without the need to make a direct sale, in 
other words, Storytelling is much more persuasive than invasive. This method is widely 
used in Marketing and Advertising. The tool stands out for the ability to close the gap 
between a brand and its final consumer. A great help to share ideas, knowledge and 
other interests through a narrative. 

Storytelling can engage media-makers and facilitate their involvement with a specific 
project. Conversely, it can be the project itself. It allows the collective development of 
past, present and future scenarios, a mixture of history with present global 
experiences, as well as future assumptions. Stories can actually have an impact on 
students' communities and effect change. 

It can be done in pairs, in groups or alone, but up to three people is ideal. Each one 
contributes with what he or she knows best in case of a group. The dialogue 
construction and other planning must come first, and the official design is the last 
thing, after some drafts. The mediator proposes general themes and visual materials 
(image, video, poster, etc.) to inspire the group. 
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OBJECTIVE 

The aim of this tool is both promote authorship and boost one’s creativity. The 
principal aim is to make sense of important moments in history or of someone’s life. 

 

STEPS 

1. Find the message to be transmitted:  
It's time to set the main message for your presentation. To do this, ask yourself the 
following question: "If my audience needed to remember a single thing about my 
product, what would it be?" You will find the answer by reflecting deeply on your goals 
and, of course, on the public's interest in it. 

2. Turn your message into a slogan:  
A concise, strong, meaningful phrase that sums up the whole message content to be 
passed. 

3. Draw up the beginning, the middle, and the conclusion:  
Your message will only be passed efficiently if it is built slowly, in a consistent way. Use 
other messages to get you where you want to go, such as examples and metaphors. 
And look for a resounding ending, a powerful conclusion, that helps keep the message 
in the memory of whoever attends the presentation. 

 

TIPS 

Some tips are listed in the following to support a storytelling production: 

● Five basic elements make a good storytelling: simple, emotional, truthful, real 
and valid. 

● It is a mistake to believe that creativity is an inherent ability that some people 

have an abundance of while other don’t have as much. 

● Select some general themes in order to suggest ideas for the designers. 

● Prepare one or two versions before settling on the first draft of the story. 

● Feedback for writing and designs are good ways for a group to express their 

thinking: Get feedback, and then reflect on how they might incorporate some 

into their work. 

● Consider ways to engage all participants, using questions such as: “Are there 

other ways of looking at this?”; “Who else has an idea?”; “Let me see if I am 

understanding you (paraphrase a comment)”. 

● It is important to ensure that participants feel free to express their ideas. 
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● Select a familiar, comfortable and silent setting, where nobody will interrupt 

the process. 

● Audio documentaries are easy to do with services like Soundcloud. It might be 

helpful to begin with audio and move to video. 

● Ideas are the most important part, so spend time developing unique, specific 

topics. 

● Writing is the core skill of any multimedia project, including interview 

questions, story structure, and voice-overs. 

● Keep the projects short and to the point, or there is a risk of being 

overwhelming the audience with information and video footage. 

● Embrace your mistakes. Learn from each one in order to make the next project 

better. Attempting these projects has already made the world a better place. 

● Engage the participants in sharing the final work with authentic audiences. 

● Here we have an excellent example of website to produce storytelling through 

maps: “Esri Story Map”, at its Apps page 

(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/). 

● The mediator must have communication skills; listen and be empathic with the 
participants. 

● The mediator must not judge or comment on ideas while they are being put 
forward, as this inhibits participation! He or she should encourage creative 
ideas and build upon the ideas of others at the start if necessary, making sure 
to attend one conversation at a time. 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Source: Blog Demystifying people analytics – the power of storytelling 
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WORKSHEET 38. SWOT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

Complexity 

 

Low 

Required Time 

 

2 hours 

Required Material 

 

Post-its or color boards 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

Masking tape 

 

Competences to develop Behavioral competence. Social analysis  

Functional Competence. Identifying problems 
and solutions 

Innovation processes where it 
can be used 

 

Identifying needs and opportunities 

Prototyping 

Scaling 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

SWOT is an acronym in English for the terms Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats. It is a very well-known tool, specifically on the business schools. It was 
designed in the 1960s at Stanford University. 

OBJECTIVE 

This specific tool is designed for organizations and initiatives of any size. 

The tool was designed for the analysis of the internal and external aspect of a strategic 
study, specially, the strengths weaknesses, opportunities and threats of any initiative. 
After it, the people involved can elaborate a great plan of action in order to reduce the 
risks and to increase the chances of success. 

It encourages the social entrepreneurs to analyze their initiative from different 
perspectives in a simple, objective and purposeful manner. 

STEPS  

Using SWOT Analysis tool is reasonably simple. The main difficulty is to identify the 
initiative strengths and weaknesses, as well the most advantageous opportunities, and 
threats in a competitive environment. Use the chart image that follows on the next 
sections and put keep these tips in mind:  
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- S: We tend to be optimistic by nature. Look if what you consider strong points 
are real or if it is just your opinion. It is useful to validate the list with people 
who know you or your initiative and the problem you are facing.  

- W: Some people feel comfortable if they list the opportunities for improvement 
instead of the weaknesses. It is important to recognize that your initiative does 
not do everything well, that there are things it could do much better. 

- O: Pay attention it is common to see opportunities of improvement 
everywhere. To draw up a list, the initiative leaders must have a clear strategy, 
with clearly defined objectives, indicators and targets.  

- T: Start your list considering the problems you may face (or are facing) with the 
competition. (NAKAGAWA,2017) 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 
 

Source: Students4Change 

TIPS  

• When one prepares the SWOT Analysis, it is quite possible that the analysis is 
not entirely impartial. Ask people who know you and are familiar with the 
initiative to assess the evaluation you’ve made. 

• When SWOT Analysis is done, it is required to study what the initiative can (or 
should) do to leverage your strengths and opportunities, improve your 
weaknesses, and try to extinguish or minimize the effect of potential threats. In 
other words, a plan of action is needed. 

Strenghts Weeknesses

Opportunities Threats
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• Following the visual scheme, it can be interesting to project it in large format, 
either on the wall, or printed on a table. It is interesting to combine it with 
design thinking techniques (brainstorm, for example) to stimulate the design of 
various ideas to fill the four SWOT fields. 
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WORKSHEET 39. TEAM BUILDING  

 

Complexity 

 

High 

Required Time 

 

60 Minutes 

Required Material 

 

Paper 

Pencils or markers 

 

Competences to develop Functional competence. Commitment/Values. 

Behavioral Competence. Collaborative Teamwork 

Other innovation processes 
where it can be used 

 

Generating Ideas 

Prototyping 

 

 

ABOUT THE TOOL 

Forming a team is a central process for every initiative or project if it is to be 
successful. Currently, we know that it is impossible to launch any project in solitude; 
there is need for cooperation with other individuals/agents to reach the objectives set 
to face the social problem.  

People are more effective and efficient when working in coordination with other 
members within a good team. Therefore, defining which type of team will be formed 
to develop the project is important before beginning a social innovation initiative or 
project, and what type of competences, qualities and talents will be needed to form an 
“effective team”. 

In the social innovation projects, it is important to consider what do diversity and 
interdisciplinarity bring to the table, since they provide new ideas and knowledge to 
the project. 

Some advantages of teamwork are: 

• It brings credibility to the project. 

• It makes it easier to obtain the support and effort of the community. 

• It enhances networking possibilities, providing an opportunity to approach the 
community and sensitize it about the project’s relevance. 
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• It includes new ideas; remember that two minds think better than one. 

 

It is important to consider these advantages of teamwork from the moment the 
project begins. 

A good team works when these four elements combine: 

• The strengths of each member. 

• Vision and the teamwork. 

• The individuals cooperate and support the project. 

• Results. It is important that every member is clear about the objectives and 
results the project is aiming at. 

 

OBJETIVE 

The objective of this tool is to help analyzing needs and the existing human resources 
to successfully develop the project or initiative. 

 

STEPS 

In the process of assembling the team many questions will arise, such as: 

1. Analyze the needs and define the team. 

• Identify the community’s needs. 

• Determine why it is necessary to create a team. 

• Identify which capabilities and gaps exist in terms of: abilities, competences, 
leadership, impact measurement, methods, community relations management, 
among others. 

• Define type of team required and how many people need to be involved to help 
develop the idea. 

2. Build the team for the project. 

• Interview possible team members. Get to know each person, their background, 
experience, and skillset. Try to analyze their temperament to gain a complete 
idea of who they are. 

• Choose members who can collaborate cordially. The members of the team 
must get along well and form connections. Choosing a team with good 
chemistry means to select people who can complement each other. 

• Form a diverse team, thus more perspectives will come into play and new and 
unique ideas will be put forward. 
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• Choose people who can do the job. By forming a team, you must be sure that 
the members have the right experience and faculties to achieve success and 
the final goal. 

• Establish some cohesive values and goals. Although a diverse team with 
different perspectives might promote success, it is important that all of the 
members are in accordance about the values and goals of the team. 

• Design tasks and expectations. Each member must make a constant effort to 
achieve the team’s main goal but must also focus in a specific part of the 
project. 

3. Lead the Project’s Team 

• If you already have a team it is important to identify the strengths of each 
member. 

• Identify the strengths and weaknesses of each member to motivate them and 
do the things right. 

• Value the ideas contributed by the members of the team. 

• Pay attention to verbal and non-verbal communication from the members and 
be sensitive to their emotions and feelings. 

• Create respect and trust within the team. To be a leader doesn’t mean that 
every member must like you immediately nor that they will respect you. 

• Improve communication. Trust, common values, respect for the others and 
diversity help conform a good team. Clarity in communication and 
transparency are two elements that strengthen team spirit. 

• Encouraging trust building, information sharing and collaboration between the 
members. 

• Delegate tasks and responsibilities to different members of the team. 

• Establish the values and objectives of the team and evaluate its performance. 

• Establish methods to reach consensus, to give room to every member’s 
contributions and to motivate active listening. 

 

TIPS 

• Be clear about the project’s vision, mission and expected results. 
• Select an idea that is tangible and realist to carry out. 
• Build the team during the initial stages of the project. It might be useful to 

develop the project’s vision and mission. 
• Get involved people who are: 
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o Enthusiastic about your idea. Enthusiastic people invest time and 
energy in making projects successful. 

o Willing to play different roles. 
o Technically able but most important, with a wide range of social 

competences. 
 

 

 

VISUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Source: Students4Change 
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